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 In south Louisiana, parallel to the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, are belts of east-to-west 
trending, listric-normal faults with associated contemporaneous sedimentation and fault 
movement.  The Tepetate-Baton Rouge Fault system in south-central Louisiana contains 
individual fault segments which are arcuate and overlap each other in map view, as seen on 
LiDAR data. Gravity survey data, with a sample spacing of 20 to 50 m, was collected across 
normal fault scarps.   
 Structural ramps may form in the area between overlapping normal fault segments 
creating an east-to-west gradient. This gradient change may divert streams and provide areas for 
coarse-grained sediments to accumulate.  Results from modeling of gravity imply that: (1) the 
lateral density contrast from juxtaposed sands and shales across the fault does not produce 
significant gravity anomalies, (2) thick (50 to 75 m), asymmetric bodies with density contrasts of 
at least .1 g/cc, thicken toward the fault, and produce significant density contrasts within 100 m of 
the surface, and (3) symmetric gravity anomalies and associated topographic anomalies may be 
infilled, buried, remnant sand channels lying within 100 m of the surface.   
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CHAPTER 1.   INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Louisiana Geology and Faults 
 
1.1.1 The Gulf of Mexico Basin 
 
 Salvador (1991) summarizes the evolution of the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) basin.  A 
synopsis of his work is provided herein.  The supercontinent Pangea experiences a prolonged 
rifting episode which lasts from the Late Triassic until Early-to-Middle Jurassic creating the 
GOM basin (Figure 1.1)  Thick salt deposits of probable Middle to Late Jurassic age record the 
first presence of seawater in the GOM basin.  During the Early Cretaceous, with thermal 
subsidence of emplaced oceanic crust continuing in the basin, deformation of Middle Jurassic salt 
deposits and listric normal (growth) faulting began along its periphery.  The actively deforming 
Mid-Jurassic salt base forms the basal décollement surface on to which growth faults sole.   
 Depositional events, from the Rocky Mountains as part of the Laramide orogeny, 
into the GOM basin are characterized by large influxes of terrigenous deposits, sourced 
from uplift and erosion to the north.  These thick Cenozoic deposits load the crust, and 
subsidence of the basin continues.  Deposits contain overpressured shales caused by rapid 
sediment deposition.  Sediment loading mobilizes Mid-Jurassic salt deposits.  Rapid 
changes in Pleistocene sea level, that accompany glacial and interglacial cycles, produce 
characteristic cycles of sands and shales.  Periodic sea level lowering, by as much as 150 
m, during continental glacial periods exposes shelves and lowers the base level of streams 
causing depocenters to migrate basinward across the shelf.  Interglacial periods are 
marked by rapid submergence of exposed shelves and a landward shift in depocenters.   
1.1.2 Structural Style of Growth Faults 
 Galloway (1986) summarizes growth faults as “the structural manifestation of the 
inherent tensional stress regime that is focused at the upwardly convex margin of a 
prograding continental platform.”  The term “growth fault” describes a specific type of 
listric normal fault (Shelton, 1984; Bally et. al., 1981), which forms contemporaneously  
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Figure 1.1: Early Jurassic configuration of the Earth’s oceans and continents. The Gulf of Mexico forms between Gondwana and Laurasia. 
(Scotese, C.R., 2002) 
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with sedimentation, and is thus syn-sedimentary.  The term “listric” literally means “shovel-
shaped”, and refers to the decreasing angle of fault dip with depth that forms a curved surface 
which is concave upward (Shelton, 1984).   
The flattening of the fault surface with depth is due to an increase in fluid pressure with 
depth (Bruce, 1973), and in part due to compaction and/or tilting (Shelton, 1984; Xiao and Suppe, 
1989).  Growth faults sole at either salt or abnormally pressured shale within the Gulf of Mexico 
(Nelson, 1991).  The layer on to which growth faults sole, the décollement layer, is flattened with 
depth until it is parallel with the bedding plane.  Ocamb (1961) studied hundreds of growth faults 
along the Gulf coast and defined them as faults which have a “substantial increase in throw with 
depth and across which, from the upthrown to the downthrown block, there is a great thickening 
of correlative section.”  
1.1.3 Driving Forces of Growth Faults of the Gulf of Mexico Coast 
The regional trend of growth faulting along the northern Gulf coast proposed by Murray 
(1961), as well as the zone of growth faulting pertinent to this study is diagrammed in Figure 1.2.  
The southern portion of the state of Louisiana shows an east-to-west trending set of faults 
confined to a belt parallel to the coast.  Nelson (1991) proposes that the “structures in basins that 
rim the GOM are largely the result of gravity acting on sedimentary sections deposited on an  
unstable base of abnormally pressured shales and/or salt.” The result is shown in (1) salt flow 
structures, and (2) listric-normal faults which sole at various depths within the basin.   
 Faults generally dip toward the GOM basin and are younger basinward (Ocamb, 1961; 
Murray, 1961; Hardin and Hardin, 1961).  Growth faults are a product of extensional tectonics 
and can be activated by at least three mechanisms: (1) differential compaction (Nelson, 1991), (2) 
gravity acting on a surface slope (or gravity sliding) (Bruce, 1973; Nelson, 1991), and (3) 
lithospheric flexure (Nunn, 1985).  The initial onset of growth faulting along the northern GOM 
coast, of Jurassic-to-Cretaceous age, is controlled primarily by differential loading and gravity 
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sliding.  Later, in Tertiary to Holocene time lithospheric flexure due to sediment loading is 
primarily responsible for the reactivation of some of these fault systems.   
 Differential compaction can result in lateral density variations due to differential loading.  
Differential loading can be achieved by rapid sedimentation causing subsidence in focused zones 
from where salt has migrated away.  Salt migrates to areas of less pressure resulting in salt flow 
structures such as domes, anticlines, and pillows (Nelson, 1991).  Differential compaction can be 
generated due to high sedimentation rates.  A high sedimentation rate (with sedimentation rate 
greater than the rate of subsidence) can allow the progradation of thick sandstone units atop 
undercompacted shales.  The differential compaction of the shales may cause simple shear failure 
in the sediments (Nunn, 1985). 
If the rate of subsidence exceeds the rate of sediment supply, then the basin floor along 
the continental shelf may become inclined causing the critical slope angle for gravitational slide 
to be reached (Bruce, 1973).  Deformed, undercompacted shales, may now be triggered by a tilted 
basin floor and succumb to gravity sliding (Nunn, 1985).  Other factors such as basement 
tectonics or salt movement may also be responsible for seafloor inclination.  Lateral movement of 
the section over the décollement layer can also be influenced by changes in resistance along its 
surface.  The surface slope increase at the shelf-slope break along the GOM coast has been a 
location for the initiation of listric normal faults (Nelson, 1991).   
 Nunn (1985) produced a flexure model using the weight of Pleistocene sediments 
demonstrating that Gulf Coast Tertiary-Holocene reactivation of Jurassic-Cretaceous normal 
faulting is primarily due to the sediment load of the Mississippi River.  Loading since the 
Pleistocene has produced a tensional state of stress within the basin, and can serve as an 
additional mechanism for the pronounced faulting activity on this passive margin.   
1.1.4 Geometry of Sediments Associated with Growth Faults 
Geometric warping (or folding) of beds generically called “rollover structures” form 
curved beds near the fault surface (Figure 1.3).  In the hanging wall of a listric normal fault,  
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Figure 1.2: Fault systems of the northern Gulf coast from Murray (1961).  Enlargement shows Tepetate (west of the Mississippi River) and Baton 




Figure 1.3: Geometric warping of beds in a listric normal fault.  Listric normal faults sole at a 
décollement layer in the subsurface.  Contemporaneous layers (a-e) thicken on the downthrown 
block toward the fault.  (Nelson, 1991) 
 
downward dip-slip movement may result in “reverse drag”, “downbend”, or “rollover” structures 
creating dip-direction reversal and small anticlinal features (Shelton, 1984; Nelson, 1991).  The 
rate of slip along the fault and the shape of the master fault determine the geometry of the 
accommodation (Dula, 1991; Xiao and Suppe, 1989; Galloway, 1986; Shelton, 1984).   
However, all listric-normal growth faults do not have rollover structures. In particular, a 
scenario which results in a hanging wall without rollover structures is the case where there is 
homogenous compaction.  The opposite of this scenario, is where non-homogeneous compaction 
occurs, which can result in an increase in accommodation on the downthrown side of the fault 
forcing the sediments to accumulate in the newly created space (Xiao and Suppe, 1989).   
1.1.5 Movement along Gulf Coast Growth Faults 
Displacement along growth faults has been carefully documented (e.g., Hanor, 1982; 
Cartwright et. al., 1998).  In particular, the thickness of units can preserve kinematic information 
on the evolution of fault movement (Thorsen, 1963).   
Cartwright et. al. (1998) studied growth faults of offshore Texas with shallow (0 to 400-
m depth), high-resolution seismic data that provides evidence for polycyclic motion.  The study, 
focused on a network of 17 faults, reveals evidence for periods of activity and inactivity that 
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broadly correspond to major transgressive-regressive cycles.  Shallow seismic data, with a 
vertical resolution of less than 2 meters, is interpreted to produce cumulative throw versus depth 
(T vs. z) plots.  From these T vs. z plots, throw gradients can be used to indicate active and 
inactive sections of growth faults.  Movement of closely spaced faults can either be in phase or 
out of phase with neighboring faults.  These findings imply that the behavior of groups of growth 
faults is more complex than originally thought.  Only a general correlation with sediment loading 
may exist, and individual fault activity may be uncorrelatable to periods of maximum sediment 
accumulation.  Cartwright et. al. (1998) highlight that connected fault zones do not respond in 
unison, but rather succumb to many other features associated with these zones such as: geometry 
of fault surface, pressure distribution, friction, and possibly others. 
Work by Hanor (1982) on a segment of the Tepetate Fault system in Pointe Coupee 
Parish, LA also reveals irregular activity along a growth fault.  The study carefully examines and 
interprets electric logs and documents offset (as much as 40 feet) of at least 4 sand units at depths 
of ~3000 to ~8000 feet.  By upward extrapolation, Hanor (1982) shows that this deep-seated 
feature corresponds with another fault located in a shallow aquifer sand, and within 200 feet of 
the current surface.  Fault displacement (D) versus depth (z) plots show a period of fault 
movement active in Eocene time, a period of inactivity in Oligocene time, and a reactivated 
period of fault movement since Late Pleistocene.  Growth fault indices, defined by Thorsen 
(1963), and used by Cartwright et. al. (1998) are not possible with this data set due to the lack of 
paleontologically defined stratigraphic intervals. 
1.1.6 How Do We Determine Whether a Growth Fault is Active? 
Our primary quantitative indicator of contemporaneous sedimentation and fault 
movement is the measured thickness of equivalent, over-thickened sections on the downthrown 
side of the block.  If we are able to discern the absolute age of the over-thickened sections then 
we are able to determine amount of movement and with the incorporation of age, the rate of 
movement on the fault is figured.  
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During periods of inactivity on the fault, infilling of the accommodation on the 
downthrown side of the fault (post-tectonic sedimentation) can result in over-thickened sections 
on the downthrown side of the fault block without contemporaneous sedimentation and fault 
movement.  However, this scenario allows for determination of how deep the accommodation is.   
Hardin and Hardin (1961) also note that upthrown blocks are subjected to higher erosion 
rates and may result in a stratigraphic thickening on the less eroded downthrown block.  This is 
just one example of a mechanism which will create errors in the quantitative assessment of the 
thickness of equivalent sections on either side of the fault.  This scenario is something that can 
occur during either syn-tectonic sedimentation or post-tectonic sedimentation.  
1.1.7 Why Is The Study of Growth Faults Important? 
In this thesis, a focus on the shallow portions of growth faults is important because of 
their potential as traps and conduits for groundwater and contaminants in the shallow subsurface.  
Kuecher et. al. (2001) interprets migration of saline fluids using conductivity measurements 
vertically-up various growth fault planes of south Louisiana.  Kazmann (1970) and Rollo (1969) 
investigating chloride and saline concentrations, respectively, demonstrate transportation of  
fluids vertically up the Baton Rouge fault, within 2000 feet of the surface.  Implications of these 
works show compartmentalization of various fault blocks with respect to their hydraulic 
communication.   
Growth faults have been intensely studied and exploited in the offshore regions of the 
Gulf Coast for their potential as oil and gas traps.  Traps are caused by the rollover and anticlinal 
structures on the downthrown block.  Growth faults may permit vertical migration of fluids while 
hindering lateral migration (Losh et. al., 1999).  Lateral barriers are created by juxtaposition of 
sands and shales across the fault, while fluids are allowed to migrate vertically due to pressure 





1.2 Relay Ramp Model 
 
 Two independent normal faults, dipping in the same direction, and which overstep each 
other in map view (see Figure 1.4) are called “overlap zones.” If displacement (strain) is 
transferred between the two fault segments then the area between them is referred to as a “transfer 
zone” or a “relay zone” (Larsen, 1988; Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Childs, 1995).  Figure 1.5 
shows a block diagram of two overlapping normal faults with a relay ramp formed between them.  
 Overlap zones are characterized by various stages of growth and development.  With 
progression through each stage of the relay ramp sequence, the displacement and deformation 
increases.  Stage 1 occurs where the fault segments do not overlap or interact, and the total fault 
displacement decreases to zero at the fault tips.  Stage 2 occurs where the two faulted segments 
interact and displacement (strain) is transferred by reorientation of bedding to produce a relay 
ramp.  Stage 3 occurs when the connecting fractures start to break the relay ramp.  Finally, Stage 
4 is when the relay ramp is destroyed and the two faults become one fault with an along strike 
bend.   
 During stage 3 of growth, the relay ramp begins to break and propagate strain between 
the overstepping fault segments.  The breakage in the relay ramp is controlled by a few factors:  
bending (curvature), torsion (twisting) and effective tension.  Networks of relatively small faults 
and fractures form in the relay ramp during this stage in response to warping of beds (torsion), 
and serve to transfer displacement between the two overstepping normal fault segments.  Along 
the formed relay ramp, a monocline axis perpendicular to fault strike develops in response to the 
vertical displacement along the fault.  The beds on the interior of the relay ramp can then be 
geometrically warped along this monocline axis creating the topography seen in the relay ramp.  
Erosion, regional dip, amount of overlap, and diagenetic irregularities in the bedding planes 
control the geometry of the ramp.   
 Relay ramps are identified in outcrop by rotation of bedding along an axis that is 


















Figure 1.4: Block diagram with cross section and map view of a pair of overlapping, normal 





























Figure 1.5: Block diagram of two overlapping normal faults which have a relay ramp between 
them.  The detailed map of a relay ramp shows many possible orientations of minor faults and 
fractures.  (Peacock and Shepherd, 1997) 
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torsion about a sub-vertical axis, which causes the stresses within the ramp to differ from far-field 
stresses (Peacock and Sanderson, 1994).  Outcrops allow careful documentation of: (1) offset 
along faults to identify fault tips as the locations where displacement is minimum, (2) strike and 
dip of bedding accentuated by the relay ramp formation, and (3) displacement versus distance (d 
vs. x) profiles, which serve as indicators of strain transfer between fault segments.  Displacement 
vs. x profiles along each fault segment will trend to zero if no strain is transferred between faulted 
segments.   
The Peacock and Sanderson (1994) model does not address the existence of reverse faults 
directly.  However, through advocating a torsional component in the relay zone, they imply a 
symmetric distribution of reverse and contractional structures within the relay zone.  Torsion 
within the relay ramp will cause the direction of maximum stress to change direction with 
evolution of the relay zone.  If applicable, the relay zone model would predict reverse faults 
caused by ramp-rotation.  Peacock and Sanderson (1991) do not explicitly describe reverse faults 
within the relay ramp, but do suggest that the stress field inside the relay ramp would vary from 
compressional to tensional along the fault as a direct effect of ramp rotation.   
1.3 LiDAR 
 
LiDAR, or Light Detection and Ranging, is a technology that has a wide variety of uses 
from mapping bathymetry of nearshore shallow water environments where boat travel is 
hazardous to measuring atmospheric water vapor levels.  The application of LiDAR to create 
digital elevation maps (DEM’s) is commonly referred to as laser altimetry.  The state of 
Louisiana provides LiDAR data for free, which can be downloaded at http://www.atlas.lsu.edu.  
The collection of the LiDAR data sets for Louisiana is sponsored by the Louisiana Oil Spill 
Coordinator's Office, and the webpage is currently maintained by the CADGIS (Computer Aided 
Design & Geographic Information Systems) Research Laboratory at Louisiana State University in 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.   
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With high-resolution topography data sets available via LiDAR we are able to 
characterize in a regional sense the topographic scarps of south-central Louisiana.  Fault trends 
once drawn as linear, fault-line scarps traversing south-central Louisiana may now be interpreted 
as separate, smaller, arcuate segments, which in some cases overlap each other in map view.  In 
this project, we integrate this new laser altimetry data set to investigate the subsurface of two 
fault-line scarps, one of which has remained unmapped by prior work of Louisiana Geological 
Survey (LGS) with reference to the Louisiana Geologic Map published in 1984.  The unmapped 
fault-line scarp has been only recently identified with LiDAR data.  Interpretations of fault-line 
scarps to locate positions at the surface of faults limits us to only be able to identify those faults 
which indeed have a surface expression or topographic fault scarp.     
1.4 Objectives 
 
This thesis provides an overview of a portion of the shallow-depth-targeted gravity and 
borehole data available in Livingston Parish, Louisiana. The research for this thesis also acquires 
new data in order to append to the shallow-depth-targeted data currently available in order to 
characterize shallow portions of a segment of a particular growth fault in south-central Louisiana.  
With the integration of data, new and old, the groundwork for a depositional and structural model 
can be created for this overlapping, normal fault zone in Livingston Parish, Louisiana.  The 
results from this small-scale, localized study may be applicable to a more regional understanding 
of the mechanisms responsible for the near-surface features along the growth faults of the 
Tepetate-Baton Rouge Fault system. In particular, this study may give insight into other 
overlapping, normal fault segments along the Gulf Coast.  
Several key questions are addressed:  
(1) Can we observe features consistent with relay ramp formation, as part of the relay zone 
model developed by Peacock and Sanderson (1991) for hard rocks in our study of 
relatively soft Quaternary materials?  
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(2) What is the nature of normal faulting (or growth faulting) at the near-surface along the 
Tepetate-Baton Rouge Fault system?  
(3) What subsurface stratigraphy and structure can be possible from models of gravity 
profiles across fault scarps? 
1.5 Scope 
 
Primary, new data is collected in the form of two, separate two-dimensional gravity 
surveys (~50-m sample spacing), targeting shallow features across a proposed normal fault-line 
scarp in Livingston Parish, Louisiana.  This particular fault-line scarp is not included in 
interpretations made on the 1984 Louisiana Geologic Map published by the LGS.  The proposal 
that this topographic scarp is indeed a normal fault-line scarp is based on observations on newly 
available LiDAR data for this region.  
Modeling of the gravity survey data provides a generalized interpretation of the 
subsurface structure and stratigraphy.  Subsurface density models can be verified and tested 
against other types of subsurface data.  Gravity provides a relatively quick means of determining 
suitable locations for collecting other subsurface information through seismic experiments or 
borehole logging.  An overview of gravity and shallow (< 20 m vertical depth) borehole data 
collected by other workers in the geographic area targeting shallow features is also provided.   
A regional view of the field area with LiDAR data is provided in Figure 1.6.  Figures 1.7 
and 1.8 show regional and local LiDAR maps of survey locations and faults.  Survey Sites A and 
B show locations of gravity surveys collected by the author.  Sites C and D show locations of 
gravity surveys collected by other workers.  The polygon indicating Site E shows the outline of 
the soil boring log survey analyzed in this study.  Site F shows the approximate location of the 
soil boring log survey studied previously by Hanor (1995).  The preferred conceptual model of an 
overlapping normal fault zone with our approximate survey locations A thru C, and E are shown 
in Figure 1.9.  
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The overlay in Figures 1.7 containing locations of faults is from digitized and converted 
points from the 1984 Louisiana Geologic Map (1: 500,000 scale) published by the LGS in solid 
lines.  Modifications, and newly interpreted fault line scarps are indicated by dashed lines on 
Figure 1.7.  The basis on which new faults, and modifications to previously mapped faults, are 
discerned is with laterally extensive, linear-to-arcuate, topographic scarps that are oriented east to 
west.  For clarity, the other scarps that are seen adjacent to the Mississippi River, which are 
oriented more north to south, are not fault-related and are likely terraces associated with the river.  
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Figure 1.6: Laser altimetry (LiDAR) regional view of south-central Louisiana, with the Mississippi River near the city of Baton Rouge on the 
western side of the diagram.  Interstate 12, an elevated roadway, is seen going east towards Livingston Parish.  
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Figure 1.7: Laser altimetry (LiDAR) regional view of south-central Louisiana with the Mississippi River near the city of Baton Rouge on the 
western side of the diagram.  Locations of gravity survey sites A thru D are shown.  Survey Site E polygon outlines soil boring survey.  Hanor’s 
(1995) soil boring log survey is at location F.  Locations of the Baton Rouge and Denham Springs-Scotlandville faults and others are from the 
Louisiana Geologic Map (LGS, 1984) are shown as thick, black lines. Modifications or additions to the interpretations on that particular map are 




Figure 1.8: Laser altimetry (LiDAR) view of the field area in south-central Louisiana.  Locations 




















Figure 1.9: Overlapping normal fault zone conceptual model with approximate locations of 
gravity surveys at Sites A thru C, as well as the location of the shallow soil boring logs from 
Woodside Landfill and Recycling Center marked by the rectangle F.  
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CHAPTER 2.  METHODS AND DATA 
2.1 Direct Differential Leveling 
 It is reasonable to assume that inaccurate relative elevation measurements for survey points 
where relative gravity measurements are to be taken contribute the largest amount of error.  Errors 
from elevation are estimated using the free-air correction (explained in detail later in text, see 
Section 2.3.3), which constitutes an estimated contribution of .3086 mGal/m above sea level (or a 
reference level). Therefore, in order to gain relative gravity measurements that are precise to +/- .01 
mGal per measurement error, relative elevation estimates must at least be within 3.5 cm of error in 
vertical elevation for each measurement location. 
 Alternatively, the high-resolution altimetry data sets available through LiDAR provides us 
with comparable topographic data results.  One could assume that with the time saved using the 
elevations from LiDAR, more gravity surveys could be collected .  It is a question of quantity over 
quality that decides the outcome of this particular argument.  In this thesis, new leveling data is 
collected because the LiDAR data sets do not provide any data concerned with the errors at each 
point.  Using all the new leveling data sets collected in this area, relative elevation is observed to be 
able to change from magnitudes ranging from a few mm’s to a few cm’s, based on climatic factors 
(such as wetting and drying with seasons).  Therefore, LiDAR data may in fact be useful for other 
types of surveying (such as seismic), that does not rely so heavily on highly accurate elevation data.  
In this section, a meticulous method of calculating relative elevation using the direct differential 
leveling method is explained.  
2.1.1 Glossary 
Alpha: the first turning point in a survey transect 
Backsight (BS): measurements taken facing away from the direction in which a transect is 
conducted 
Closure Error: difference in relative elevation along separate transects at the station on which the 
survey loop is closed 
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Foresight (FS): measurements taken facing the direction in which a transect is conducted 
Loop (or Survey Loop): consists of two particular transects, where the Omega turning point from 
the previous transect is the Alpha turning point in the returning transect.  A survey loop 
results in two relative elevation measurements for each turning point along both paths or 
transects.   
Omega: the last turning point in a survey transect  
Station: ground locations used as turning points where the relative elevation is calculated, or places 
where the level is located 
Transect: a subset of a survey extending from the first turning point to the last, where the progress is 
in one direction 
Turning point: ground locations where the stadia rod is held 
2.1.2 Leveling and Instrumentation 
Relative elevation changes between stations are estimated by direct differential leveling 
using a stadia rod and a Sokkia C40 automatic level.  The resolving power of the telescope is 4.5 
minutes.  The smallest division on the stadia rod is .01 feet, so field measurement precision is 
+/-.005 ft.  Field measurements are taken with a stadia rod with units in feet, and subsequently all 
reported values are converted to meters.  No absolute elevations are calculated in either survey.   
Direct differential leveling entails holding a stadia rod vertically at two positions on either side of a 
level as illustrated in Figure 2.1.   The level must be positioned higher than the base of the stadia rod 
at each turning point.   It is not necessary to know the elevation at the position of the level.   
In order to find the relative elevation value of station 1 we use the formula outlined in 
EQ-2.1 below. 
(BS  on station 1 – FS on station 2) + Assumed Elevation of Station 1 = Relative Elevation of              
Station 2                                                                                                                 (EQ–2.1) 
For a more detailed explanation of EQ-2.1 see the example spreadsheet calculation demonstrated in 
Figure 2.2.   Stations for Site A are marked with wooden stakes located along an approximately 
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north to south transect at 50 m intervals, and Site B has stakes at 25 m increments.   At Site B 
relative elevation measurements are estimated at every other stake, or in increments of 50 m.   
Furthermore, because the survey at Site A included an odd-numbered stake and an even-numbered 
stake transect, we actually estimate relative elevation at 50 m increments for Site A and not at 100 




Figure 2.1: TP = turning point; EI = elevation of instrument above datum.   Figure diagrams direct 
differential leveling method.   Turning points are locations where the stadia rod is held.   The 
engineering level is located halfway between turning points.   Survey transects proceed from the 
Alpha turning point toward Omega turning points.   Backsights are toward the Alpha turning point, 
and foresights are toward the Omega turning point.   (modified after Moffit and Bossler, 1998) 
 
The first station, or the Alpha turning point, is assumed to have an elevation of 0 m.   All 
successive stations are relative to this chosen datum value.   Relative elevation is calculated starting 
from the Alpha turning point of a particular transect towards the Omega turning point, and then 
back toward Omega’ to form a loop (Figure 2.3).   Collecting direct differential leveling relative 
elevation data using the survey loop method has two main benefits: (1) it allows for two 
independent calculations of the relative elevation at each station (with one from each transect), and 
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(2) closing a survey loop on a position with a ‘known’ elevation results in a value for closure error 
for the loop.    
 
 
Figure 2.2: Sample spreadsheet shows calculations for determining relative elevation values for 




Figure 2.3: Ground setup of survey including graphical description of Alpha and Omega turning 
points and survey loops.   For example, a survey loop will extend from Alpha to Omega then will 









TP 1(A lpha) 5.790 20.000
TP 2 5.790 1.350 1.350 24.440
TP 3 8.550
TP 4 14.340 4.230 5.580 28.760







Simple quality control techniques are used to reduce mathematical errors in the 
spreadsheet calculations.   As outlined in Figure 2.2, a cumulative sum of the backsight and 
foresights is tallied throughout the transect.   By taking the cumulative sum of backsights and 
subtracting them from the cumulative sum of foresights, we then obtain the total relative elevation 
change across the entire transect.   This value is then compared with the calculated values of Omega 
station elevation subtracted from the Alpha station elevation.   If these two values are the same after 
comparison, then we can be confident in our spreadsheet calculations of relative elevations.    
Closure error is the residual relative elevation value calculated for Omega’ after 
completing two adjacent, opposite direction transects to close on a survey loop as shown in Figure 
2.3.   The closure error of a loop is the deviation from the known (or assumed in this case) value of 
Alpha when a survey loop is closed.   The value of the closure error is then distributed linearly 
amongst the north to south and the south to north transects of the survey loop.   Closure error is 
assumed to contain random errors, which accumulate with successive measurements along the 
transects.   The full value of the closure error is applied to the relative station elevation calculated 
for station Omega’ on the south to north portion of the transect, and half of the closure error value is 
applied to station Omega, which is at the halfway point in the survey loop.   The mean station 
elevations, first corrected for closure error, are the resultant station elevation at each turning point 
location.  Alternately, a method of distributing the errors evenly over the stations could be achieved 
but would assume systematic errors. 
2.2 GPS Field Survey Methods 
 
GPS readings are taken in the field at the corresponding wooden stake locations for survey 
Sites A and B.   GPS readings are important to our field work for two reasons: (1) locations of 
stakes are put into a gravity processing program (GravMaster ® by Lacoste and Romberg and 
Geotools, 1999) to correct for latitude effects, and (2) differential GPS locations are used to 
accurately identify start and end points of our survey transects.   All measurements are taken with a 
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hand-held GPS unit manufactured by Corvallis Microtechnology, Inc.   Results are included in 
Appendix A.    
Site A coordinates are taken in UTM, Zone 15, and for datum WGS 84 and satellite status 
is not included.   Site A is located in an open field and obstructions such as trees do not hinder our 
ability to collect GPS information at stations. Site B coordinates are taken in Latitude and 
Longitude (degrees, minutes, and seconds) for datum WGS 84.   However, because Site B is 
heavily wooded, careful attention is paid to research satellite availability to determine times to 
collect data in the field.   At Site B, satellites with at least a 400 elevation angle above the horizon 
are chosen.   Notations are made at each station of the status of satellites being tracked (see “status” 
in Appendix A).   The numerals in the status indicators list how many satellites are being used to 
locate the station.    
2.3 Gravity 
 
2.3.1 Introduction  
 
The gravity exploration method detects variances in the density of the subsurface by 
measuring changes in acceleration of gravity across the surface of the Earth.   Newton’s Law 
demonstrates the relationship between the gravitational attractive force between two masses: 
F = G m1 m2/ r2                                                                                                                                                                                       (EQ-2.2) 
where F is equal to the force of attraction between two particles; G, the universal gravitational 
constant, with a value of 6.6732 x 10 –11 N m 2/ kg 2; m1 and m2 represent the mass of two particles; 
and r is the distance separating the masses. 
Gravitational acceleration is the force per unit mass.   By dividing both sides of EQ-2.2 by 
m2, and letting m1 equal the mass of the Earth, we obtain the equation for gravitational 
acceleration: 
g = G M / R2                                                                                                                                                                                              (EQ-2.3)   
where M represents the mass of the Earth, and R the radius of the Earth.  The units of the value g 
are expressed in SI units as m/s2, or cgs units as cm/s2.  A common unit used for gravitational 
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acceleration in geophysics is the Gal, or 1 cm/s2.  The focus of interest in relative gravity surveys is 
small enough to warrant another unit of measurement, the milligal, or .001 Gal.   
Relative gravity measurements for this project are taken with a Lacoste and Romberg 
Model G gravimeter (Serial No.  G-492).  This type of meter employs a zero-length spring where 
tension is placed on the spring during manufacturing proportional to the actual length of the spring 
(Burger, 1992).  Variations in g cause the mass attached to a series of springs inside the gravimeter 
to extend to various lengths, which are read off a calibrated dial atop the instrument.  The precision 
on field measurements is .005 mGal or half the instrument’s smallest counter units on the dial.  The 
manufacturer supplies a table with conversions between counter units of the instrument dial to 
mGal.   
Gravity data is systematically corrected for all factors influencing the magnitude of g at 
any particular location, other than those which represent changes in shallow, subsurface densities.  
A final gravity value is obtained after the following corrections: converting counter units to mGal, 
meter height, instrument drift, Earth tides, elevation (Free-air), correcting for latitude position on 
the Earth, and the Bouguer correction.  Local elevation changes are too small to affect the final 
models, therefore we do not employ a terrain correction to our gravity measurements. 
2.3.2 Field Survey Methods  
Gravity measurements are taken at approximately 50 m intervals along an approximately 
north to south transect at the stakes used for relative elevation calculations as explained in Section 
2.1.2.  Relative gravity measurements for this survey are processed with GravMaster Version 1.42a 
by Geotools and Lacoste & Romberg (1999).  Readings at Site A are taken between four field 
workers.  At various times throughout the day confidence tests are performed between members of 
the survey team by reading off the gravimeter and comparing results.  Confidence tests are 
accomplished by each worker taking three readings at random times throughout the day and 
comparing results.  If the readings are within .005 counter units on the dial this worker can continue 
on rotation, if not, that worker is asked to not perform any more readings that day in the field.  At 
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Site B , all readings off the gravimeter are done by a single worker in the field.  Base stations are 
stations which are revisited continually throughout the day in order to perform instrument drift 
corrections.   
The gravity survey at Site A consists of one segment with one station used for base station 
ties.  The gravity survey at Site B is divided into 3 segments, which each correspond to a particular 
base station tie.  At least three gravity measurements are taken at each station, and base station ties 
are collected at least every two hours during surveying.  Measurements are taken at each field 
station until 3 consecutive measurements are within .005 counter units on the gravimeter dial.  A 
generalized representation of the field surveying procedure is outlined in Figure 2.4.  Each 
measurement at a station location are converted to mGal using a calibration file provided by the 
manufacturer which results in a value we refer to herein as “raw gravity.” A flowchart of the 
preliminary processing procedure is diagrammed in Figure 2.5.   
2.3.3 Data Reduction 
 
 Corrections for Earth Tides, Instrument Drift, and Meter Height 
 
 Each raw gravity value is corrected for Earth tides, meter drift, and meter height resulting 
in a value we refer to herein as “observed gravity.”  The Earth tide corrections performed within 
GravMaster are based on the equations derived by Longman (1959). The linear instrument drift 
corrections are applied to raw gravity values each time a base station is revisited.    
 A linear correction of .3086 mGal/m is applied to the raw gravity values to correct for 
meter height.  At this stage, the program only consider variations in the height of the gravity meter 
above the observation point. Variations in relative elevation of the observation point between 
stations is corrected at another process in the program.  The observed gravity values are averaged 
for each station resulting in a value we refer to herein as “station gravity”, which is output for 
further processing.  Further processing of gravity data is summarized by the flowchart presented in 





Figure 2.4: Survey procedure for gravity measurements in the field.  For the relative gravity 
measurements in the Site B survey, three different base stations are used for loop-tie drift 



























Figure 2.5: A flowchart of gravity processing workflow.  First, instrument dial readings are 
converted to mGal using a calibration file provided by the manufacturer.  Next, Earth tides, 
instrument drift, and meter height corrections are performed.  The intermediate output, observed 
















 Free-Air Correction 
The free air correction is applied to the station gravity values to remove the effects of the 
observation points not all being at the same elevation.  The free air correction for this survey 
reduces all station gravity values to a datum elevation corresponding to station 1 of the relative 
elevation calculations.  Station 1 was assumed to have a value of 0 m, and all station gravity values 
will be reduced to this fictitious elevation, which has a real value above 0 m (station 1 was not 
actually at sea level).  Using EQ-2.3, which is an Earth model that assumes the Earth is a sphere and 
not an ellipsoid, we can then take the derivative to arrive at the free-air gravity gradient.  The free 
air gravity gradient is shown below: 
dg/dh = (-2 gh/R) (1-3h/2R)                                                                                                (EQ-2.4) 
where h is the elevation of station.  The result of EQ-2.5 is a linear correction factor of .3086 
mGal/m of elevation above sea level.  This correction is dependent on latitude because the value of 
R will change with reference to the shape of the ellipsoid.   
 Latitude Correction 
 The absolute gravity value on the Earth varies with respect to latitude.  The rotation of the 
Earth produces a centrifugal acceleration that acts in the opposite direction of gravitational 
acceleration, and reduces the value of g.  The rotation of the Earth causes it to bulge at the equator. 
This bulge has two effects: (1) an increase in the radius of the Earth, and (2) a redistribution of mass.   
A general equation from Tsuboi (1979):  
gn = ge (1 + A sin2  φ – B sin2  2φ) (cm/s2)                                                                            (EQ-2.5)  
corrects for the position on the reference ellipsoid, where gn represents gravitational acceleration at 
any point at sea level on the surface of the Earth; ge is gravity on the equator at sea level. 
Α and Β are constants, and φ represents latitude.   
 The values for constants A and B, as well as ge, are based on real data gathered from 
measuring gravity at various locations on the Earth’s surface, and are continually updated with the 
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gathering of more data.  Herein, our survey uses the latest available NIMA Earth model (The 
United States National Imagery and Mapping Agency) given in a rearranged form in EQ-2.6.   
gn = 978032.53359 [(1 + .00193185265241 sin2 φ) / (1-.00669437999014 sin2 φ) ½ ]        (EQ-2.6) 
The 1998 NIMA Earth model is based on the WGS (World Geodetic System) 1984-reference 
ellipsoid.  The gravity measurements in this thesis are not tied to an absolute gravity station, 
therefore a DC shift of 980,000 cm/s2  is applied so that values are comparable with magnitude of 
EQ-2.6.   
 Bouguer Correction 
The Bouguer correction: 
Bouguer correction = 2 π G ρ h                                                                                         (EQ-2.7) 
is applied to gravity measurements to account for the free air correction assuming that there is only 
air between the observation point and a reference level.  The Bouguer correction allows us to 
instead include a mass of material, with a specific density, which occupies the space between the 
measurement location and a reference elevation.  Where ρ represents the density of material in 
g/cm3, and h is the thickness of slab in meters.  The slab included in the Bouguer correction has two 
basic assumptions: (1) it has uniform density and (2) it has infinite horizontal extent.  The value h 
consists of relative elevations above 0 m (or the assumed value of station 1). 
For values G and ρ substituted into EQ-2.7, we obtain the simplified form shown in 
EQ-2.8 below:   
 Bouguer correction = .04193 ρh (mGal/m)                                                                       (EQ-2.8) 
The density for Bouguer corrections in this thesis, 1.8 g/cm3, is estimated using the Nettleton 
method (Nettleton, 1942).  The Nettleton method determines density values suitable for processing 
by curve fitting using various dimensions and density contrast values.  The resulting anomaly curve, 
and its corresponding density, with the least correlation to the topography is assumed to be the best 
estimate of the density of the near surface materials.   
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2.3.4 Gravity Modeling 
 
 Regional Gravity 
 
The result of gravity processing is a profile of the Bouguer anomaly versus distance.  
Before modeling of the gravity profile, careful examination of the gravity anomalies must be done 
first.  As described by Burger (1992), there is less control in gravity surveying of the sampling 
depth of the survey than in resistivity or seismic surveys.  The survey points contain contributions 
from shallow as well as deep density contrasts, and further processing of gravity anomalies needs to 
be completed to be able to focus on shallow depths--which are the focus of the work in this project. 
Removal of regional trends from the gravity profiles follows the example by Burger (1992).  
This gravity is referred to as “residual gravity.”  Regional trends are distinguished as long 
wavelength, broad anomalous features.  As a result narrower, sharper anomalous features reveal 
density contrasts at shallower depths.  At Sites A and B, a least squares linear trend line fit to the 
gravity profiles approximates simply the contribution of long-wavelength (deep) regional gravity 
signatures.  A more complex solution, using polynomial fits, of various orders, can also be used to 
approximate regional trends. Given that the gravity profiles collected for this study are less than 2 
km in length, we assume that deep density contrasts are similar over these distances and choose to 
then approximate with a linear, least-squares fit.  Also, polynomial equations do not seem to fit the 
signature seen in the gravity profile at Site B.  Rather, a linear, least-squares fit with an R2 value of 
greater than .8 gives a better approximation at Site B.  Given that the profile at Site A is of shorter 
length (less than half of the length at Site B) the logic is assumed that for this shorter length survey 
that a linear, least-squares fit can also be used to approximate the regional gravity signature.   
Gravity profiles for Sites A and B are presented in Figures 2.7 -2.12, with station gravity 
values, free air anomaly values, and Bouguer anomaly values.  All values in Figures 2.7-2.12 are 
included in Appendix B at the end of this document. At Survey Site B, for loops 2 and 3, the first 
gravity station is collected as the last (most southerly) of the previous loop to provide overlap 
between the separate loops of the survey.  A DC shift of .072 mGal, and .158 mGal to loops 2 and 3 
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respectively, is added to each of the survey loops.  The DC shift was added to provide a smooth 
transition between loops of the relative gravity survey.  Figure 2.12 includes the DC-shifted data.  
The results of modeling without a DC shift applied is shown in Figure 2.11.  It is demonstrated later 
in this thesis (see Chapter 3) that this “smoothing” of the data will not significantly influence the 
modeling results.  This method of DC shifting the data, for the case of Site B, does not produce any 
anomalies that were not seen in the data previously.  Rather, it serves to smooth the transition 
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Figure 2.7: Gravity profile at survey Site A showing station gravity values.  Station gravity values 
are corrected for Earth tides, instrument drift, and meter height variation between stations.  
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Survey Site A Free Air Gravity











































Free Air Gravity Relative Elevation
 
 
Figure 2.8: Free air gravity values for survey Site A.  Free air gravity values are station gravity 
values which have been corrected by .3086 mGal/m according to the relative elevation values at 
each station.  
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Gravity Relative Elevation Linear Least Squares Fit
 
Figure 2.9: Bouguer anomalies for stations at Site A.  A least squares linear trend fit to gravity  
data is shown along with the line equation.  The R2 value shows how closely field data points match 
the least squares linear fit trend line.   
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Survey Site B Station Gravity for All Legs
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Figure 2.10: Station gravity values for all legs at survey Site B. Station gravity values are corrected 
for Earth tides, instrument drift, and meter height variation between stations.  
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Figure 2.11:  Free air gravity values for all legs at survey Site B.  Free air gravity values are station 
gravity values which have been corrected by .3086 mGal/m according to the relative elevation 
values at each station.  
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Gravity Profile Site B 
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc
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Figure 2.12: Bouguer anomalies for stations at Site B.  A least squares linear trend line fit to the 
data is shown along with the line equation. The R2 value shows how closely the field data points 
match the least squares linear fit trend line.   
 
 Limitations of Gravity Modeling and Justification of Modeling Parameters 
 
Density contrast cross-sections are generated to test possible geometries causing gravity 
anomalies at survey sites.  Modeling is achieved with GravModel by Burger and Burger (1992).  As 
noted by Nettleton (1976), interpretation of gravity data is subject to limitations.  The first 
limitation is the uncertainty in the source of a given gravity anomaly.  Other limitations are focused 
on the usual case where no quantitative information of density contrasts between modeled polygons 
is available.  Gravity is sensitive to lateral density contrasts, and modeling will vary with size, 
shape, and depth.  Careful research must be accomplished to gather all information of the 
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subsurface so that models presented here present the most probable solutions, as many 
combinations of subsurface geometries can produce identical models.  
 First, a literature review is conducted to gather information from the subsurface along the 
Tepetate-Baton Rouge Fault system. Investigations of the fluid flow across the Baton Rouge fault 
(Kuniansky, 1989; Lovelace, 1994; Buono, 1983; Whiteman, 1979) yield information on the 
subsurface stratigraphy.  The upper ~500 m in the Baton Rouge area is underlain by alternating 
layers of sands (~5 to 105 m thick) with clays and silts, which serve as aquifers and aquitards.  
Estimates of displacement on the Baton Rouge fault are a few meters near the surface, to 107 m at a 
depth of 610 m (Durham and Peeples, 1956).  Well logs available from the Department of Natural 
Resources Department of Conservation (www.dnr.state.la.us) in Livingston Parish indicate similar 
patterns of alternating sands and shales.  Well Serial No.  205994 , which is located in Livingston 
Parish, shows a maximum density contrast of ~.25 g/cc between alternating sands and shales to 
depth of approximately 500 m with an average of 1.8 g/cc.   
 Next, to prove mathematically from empirical values that our density contrasts are valid for 
modeling purposes the following equation from Nettleton(1976) is used:  
dr = dg (1 – P) + P                 (EQ-2.9) 
where dr represents the bulk density of rock, dg  represents grain density of rock-forming minerals, 
and P the fractional porosity.  Density of pure quartz is 2.65 g/cc, while clay minerals vary from 2.5 
to 2.8 g/cc.  Using the relation for rocks saturated with water, and tables relating bulk rock density 
to porosity (see Figure 8.5 in Nettleton, 1976) representative densities are calculated to use in 
gravity modeling.  Using a representative porosity range of 40 to 50%, and assuming completely 
saturated rocks, the calculated values range from 1.75 to 1.9 g/cc.  The assumption of completely 
saturated rocks if valid by inspection of water levels encountered in soil boring logs indicating the 
water table is within a few feet of the subsurface. 
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2.4 Gravity Data Previously Collected 
 In addition to the two surveys collected at Sites A and B by the author, at least two other 
groups have conducted shallow-depth-targeted gravity surveys across the Tepetate-Baton Rouge 
Fault system.  Both of the aforementioned surveys were collected by students of Louisiana State 
University Department of Geology and Geophysics, and all results are unpublished.  Reviews of 
the raw field data are made through the field notes and data files archived from each survey. 
The first is a survey collected in 1999 between Sites A and B across at Site C.  The second 
survey collected data in the residential Bocage subdivision of Baton Rouge, Louisiana in 1998 at 
Site D.  Raw data files for gravity readings in the field are reprocessed for Sites C and D in the same 
manner as for the surveys at Sites A and B.   
2.4.1 Site C Gravity Survey 
 
 Field Survey Methods, Gravity Processing Procedure, and Data Reduction 
 Gravity readings in the field, horizontal position information, and relative elevation 
measurements for Site C are collected by previous workers B. Yuvancik-Strickland and H. Latham 
under the supervision of Dr. J. Lorenzo during the summer of 1999.  The length of the survey at Site 
C is approximately 1 km directed approximately north to south.  Relative elevation measurements 
are taken with a Sokkia SET 6-F digital theodolite and only one measurement is taken for each 
station.  Relative elevation values are given relative to a datum of 0 m.   
Gravity measurements are taken with a Lacoste and Romberg gravimeter (Serial no.  
G-492).  Survey stations are located at approximately 30 m increments.  Relative gravity 
measurements for this survey are reprocessed with GravMaster Version 1.42a by Geotools and 
Lacoste & Romberg (1999).  No notes are recorded for meter height in this survey.  Three workers 
performed readings at gravity stations, and most stations have at least two readings logged.  Gravity 
observation values are included in Appendix B. 
Gravity data for Site C is reprocessed after dividing the survey into 5 segments 
corresponding to base station ties: (1) Segment 1: tie to base station 3, (2) Segment 2: tie to base 
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station 9, (3) Segment 3: tie to base station 18, (4) Segment 4: no base station tie, and (5) Segment 
5: tie to base station 32.  Readings at stations 1 and 2 also have no base station tie, but linear 
extrapolation provides drift corrections for these two data points.  Processing procedure for Site C 
follows all steps explained in Section 2.3.3 of this document.  Bouguer anomaly is referenced to 1.8 
g/cm3.  Processing output is included in Appendix B.  Figure 2.13 shows the station gravity values 
at Site C.  Figure 2.14 shows the free air gravity profile.  A summary Bouguer gravity plot is 
displayed in Figure 2.15.  A DC shift of .278 mGal is added to Segment 2, 1.019 mGal to Segment 
4, and 1.657 mGal to Segment 5 to the values in Figure 2.15.  The DC shifts are applied to add a 
smooth transition between segments of the survey. 
 
Figure 2.13:  Station gravity values for all legs at survey Site C.  Station gravity values are 
corrected for Earth tides, instrument drift, and meter height.  
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Figure 2.14:  Free air gravity values for all legs at survey Site C.  Free air gravity values are station 
gravity values which have been corrected by .3086 mGal/m according to the relative elevation 
values at each station.  
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Gravity Profile Site C
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc






































































Gravity Relative Elevation Linear Least Squares Fit
 
 
Figure 2.15:  Bouguer anomalies for stations at Site C.  A least squares linear trend fit to gravity 
data represents the regional trend and the line equation is included. The R2 value shows how closely 
field data compares with the least squares linear trend line fit. Station numbers are displayed for 
each gravity reading. 
 
 The method of adding a DC shift at this particular field location changes the appearance 
profile significantly from the station gravity profile (Figure 2.13) to the Bouguer anomalies in 
Figure 2.15.  In order to prove the utility of this DC shifting method, this argument hinges on the 
assumption that gravity did not change at any particular location over the short time period (of 
days) between collecting various legs of the survey.  The opposite of this assumption could also be 
true, and that these DC shifts could represent real data.  This scenario for this survey location was 
not considered or calculated in this thesis.  However, on data assumed to be of much higher quality 
(at Survey Site B) the anomalies are many orders of magnitude smaller than the values of the DC 
shifts included in this survey.  With this crude assumption, if the DC shifts in this survey 
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represented real data then the density contrasts would be many orders of magnitude higher than any 
modeling included in this thesis.  
 
2.4.2 Site D Gravity Survey 
 
 Field Survey Methods, Gravity Processing Procedure, and Data Reduction 
  
Gravity readings from the field, horizontal position information, and relative elevation 
measurements for Site D is collected as a field survey project for Geology 7900.5 Gravity and 
Reflection Seismology given in the fall of 1998 at Louisiana State University in the Department of 
Geology and Geophysics.  Gravity measurements are taken with a Lacoste and Romberg 
gravimeter (Serial no. G-492).   
Field workers on this project are: (1) The Worden Group: R. Spears, B. Tang, J. Curry, and 
K.T. Moran ; and (2) The Lacoste and Romberg Group: H. Anderson, H. Baca, B. Hampton, V. 
Richmond.  All work is conducted under the supervision of Dr. J. Lorenzo.  Three data sets result: 
(1) Data Set 1 consists of data collected by the Lacoste and Romberg Group, (2) Data Set 2 consists 
of data collected by the Lacoste and Romberg group and reviewed by the Worden group, and (3) 
Data Set 3 consists of data collected by J. Lorenzo.  Relative elevation measurements are taken with 
an engineering level for Data Sets 1 and 2.  For Data Set 3 a hand-held telescopic level is used to 
estimate relative elevation. For all three data sets only one relative elevation value is given for each 
station. 
Data Set 1 and Data Set 2 are supposed to be from the same survey taken by the same group. 
As part of the assignment the Worden Group had to process the data collected by the Lacoste and 
Romberg Group. After looking through the field notes from each group, I noticed at least 20 
conflicting data values.  As a result, each data set is processed separately.   
Gravity data are collected along an approximately north-to-south transect over a distance 
of 570 m for Data Set 1, 542 m for Data Set 2, and 257 m for Data Set 3.  Gravity measurements are 
taken at increments of 13 to 60 m for Data Set 1, 6 to 80 m for Data Set 2, and 15 to 36 m for Data 
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Set 3.  Relative gravity measurements for this survey are processed with GravMaster Version 1.42a 
by Geotools and Lacoste & Romberg (1999).  Gravity is processed according to the workflow 
outlined in Section 2.3.3.  Relative elevation values are given relative to a datum of 0 m.  Gravity 
observation values are included in Appendix B.   
No records of gravity meter height exists for Data Set 1 and 2.  Data Set 3 has values for 
meter height included in the notes, but it is unclear whether these values are already added to the 
relative elevations and are thus omitted from processing steps but the raw values are include in 
Appendix B.  All surveys have only one gravity meter reading logged for each station.  Time 
interval between base station ties varies from 2 to 5 hours.   
Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show the station gravity values for Data Sets 1 and 2, and the free air 
gravity profiles are diagrammed in Figures 2.18 and 2.19.  Figures 2.20-2.21 show the Bouguer 
anomalies (referenced to 1.8 g/cm2) and the least squares linear fit to the data.  Figures 2.22-2.24 
show the station gravity, free air, and Bouguer gravity values for Site D, Data Set 3. All raw values 
are included in Appendix B.  
Survey Site D- Data Set 1 Station Gravity













































Station Gravity (mGals) Elevation (meters)
 
Figure 2.16:   Station gravity values for all legs at survey Site D, Data Set 1.  Station gravity values 
are corrected for Earth tides, instrument drift, and meter height.  
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Survey Site D- Data Set 2 Station Gravity












































Station Gravity Relative Elevation
 
 
Figure 2.17:  Station gravity values for all legs at survey Site D, Data Set 2.  Station gravity values 
are corrected for Earth tides, instrument drift, and meter height.  
 
 
Survey Site D-Data Set 1 Free Air Gravity 
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Figure 2.18:  Free air gravity values for all legs at survey Site D, Data Set 1.  Free air gravity values 
are station gravity values which have been corrected by .3086 mGal/m according to the relative 




Figure 2.19:  Free air gravity values for all legs at survey Site D, Data Set 2.  Free air gravity values 
are station gravity values which have been corrected by .3086 mGal/m according to the relative 
elevation values at each station.  
 
 
Figure 2.20:   Bouguer anomalies for stations at Site D, Data Set 1.  A least squares linear trend fit 
to gravity data is shown as well as the line equation. The R2 value shows the comparison between 
the data points and the least squares linear fit trend line. Station numbers are included for each 




Gravity Profile Site D--Data Set 1
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc
























































Gravity Relative Elevation Least Squares Fit
Survey Site D-Data Set 2 Free Air Gravity 























































Gravity Profile Site D--Data Set 2
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc






















































Gravity Relative Elevation Linear Least Squares Fit
 
 
Figure 2.21 : Bouguer anomalies for stations at Site D, Data Set 1.  A least squares linear trend fit 
to gravity data is shown as well as the line equation. The R2 value shows the comparison between 
the data points and the least squares linear fit trend line. Station numbers are included for each 
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Station Gravity Relative Elevation
 
 
Figure 2.22 :  Station gravity values for all legs at survey Site D, Data Set 3.  Station gravity values 
















































Free Air Gravity Relative Elevation
 
Figure 2.23:  Free air gravity values for all legs at survey Site D, Data Set 3.  Free air gravity values 
are station gravity values which have been corrected by .3086 mGal/m according to the relative 
elevation values at each station. 
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Gravity Profile Site D--Data Set 3
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc


























































Figure 2.24 : Bouguer anomalies for stations at Site D, Data Set 3.  A least squares linear trend fit 
to gravity data is shown.  The R2 value shows how closely field data compares with the least 
squares linear trend line fit. Station numbers are displayed for each gravity reading. 
 
2.5 Soil Boring Logs 
 The purpose of analyzing soil boring logs for this thesis is to further investigate a fluvial 
influence causing streams to divert themselves through a relay ramp structure.  This dynamic model 
with faults, sedimentation, and streams can be used to further support the preferred tectonic model 
in this thesis, and further be used to explain results from modeling of gravity surveys.  First, a 
discussion on previous work from this region (Section 2.5.1) from Hanor (1995) is reviewed, and 
furthermore new interpretations are made on soil boring logs collected within the overlapping 




2.5.1 Previous Work in Livingston Parish, Louisiana 
 
Hanor (1995) analyzed data from a hazardous waste landfill in Livingston Parish, LA 
located approximately five miles southeast of survey Site B.  The purpose of that project was to 
apply three-dimensional depositional models to understand the architecture of the sediments that 
underlie the waste site, especially the clay layers deemed to be the impermeable layers preventing 
waste from escaping into the groundwater system.   
 Sources of data used for the project consisted of geotechnical borehole logs, which include 
written descriptions and tests of the soil types encountered.  As noted by Hanor (1995), many 
sources of data vital to geologists such as fossil description or bedding are not included with the 
borehole logs.  A total of 425 soil boring logs are available for analysis, with most shallower than 
16 m.  The size of the area studied is approximately 1600 m x 950 m. 
 In order to analyze the borehole logs, Hanor (1995) focused on the spatial distribution of 
the sandy layers, which are the most permeable units underlying the site.  Hanor (1995) then 
averaged thickness of sand in 3.1 m vertical (depth) segments and determined the cumulative 
thickness of sand.  Results include cumulative percent sand contour maps at each depth interval at 
this site. 
2.5.2 Description of Soil Boring Log Data at Site E 
 The Woodside Landfill and Recycling center, owned and operated by Waste Management, 
Inc.,  studied the subsurface geology using soil boring logs to determine if the site is geologically 
suitable for the storage of waste.  A total of 149 soil boring logs exist at Site E from two separate 
surveys (1) Survey 1 in 1993-1994 by Earth Tech, and  (2) Survey 2 in 1984 by Soil Testing 
Engineers, Inc.  Depth of recovery varies from ~12 m to ~31 m below the surface for all soil boring 
logs studied.  Boreholes lie on a relatively evenly spaced grid in both north and south directions 
with either ~145 m or ~114 m spacing.  Location map for boring locations is shown in Figures 2.25 
and 2.26.  Soil boring logs include: (1) soil descriptions based on grain sizes (silty sand as SM, 
clayey sand as SC, etc. based on USCS-Unified Soil Classification System), (2) inclusions of 
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calcareous or ferrous nodules, (3) inclusions of wood fragments, (4) interlayered silt, sand or clay, 
(5) rootlets, (6) presence of slickensides or joints, (7) shells or gravel, (8) layers of high organic 




Figure 2.25: Locations of soil borings collected taken in 1994 by Earth Tech at Site E, Survey 1.  
Locations of cross sections A to A’, B to B’ and E to E’ are shown.  Borehole spacing is ~145 m, 
with depths of penetration from ~15 to 31m. 
 
2.5.3 Analysis of Soil Boring Logs at Site E 
 For Site E, simple, two-dimensional log cross sections are constructed north to south, and 
east to west across Survey 1 and Survey 2.  Uninterpreted cross sections are presented in Figures 
2.27-2.30.  Similar sediment types are correlated that define possible soil horizons.  In order to 
follow methods by Hanor (1995) the amount of “clean” sands in each soil boring log is tallied.  In 
this thesis, the assumption that “clean” sands do not include clayey sands, silty sands, etc. is put in 
place for the analysis at this stage.  Analysis of sand content in three dimensions attempts to discern 








Figure 2.26: Soil boring locations for survey collected in 1984 by Soil Testing Engineers, Inc. at 
Site E, Survey 2.  Locations of cross sections C to C’ and D to D’ are shown.  Boreholes are spaced 














Figure 2.29 : Cross section C to C’ oriented west to east shows distribution of soil types and 




Figure 2.30: Cross section D to D’ oriented north to south shows distribution of soil types and 





CHAPTER 3.  RESULTS 
3.1 Relative Elevation Profiles 
3.1.1 Site A 
 The topographic survey at Site A has two survey loops closing on station numbers 1 and 
2, with corresponding transects consisting of: (1) a north to south even-numbered stake transect, 
(2) a south to north even-numbered stake transect, (3) a north to south odd-numbered stake 
transect, and (4) a south to north odd-numbered stake transect.  The closure error of the odd-
numbered stake transects is -.003 m, and .016 m for the even-numbered stake transects.  The 
closure error is distributed linearly amongst the stakes in each particular survey transect.  Table 
3.1 shows the values for mean, corrected (for closure error) station elevations and closure error 
values for each stake in the survey.  Figure 3.1 shows the mean relative station elevations, which 
have been corrected for closure error, for the survey transect.   
3.1.2 Site B 
 
 The topographic surveys for Site B consist of three independently calculated but 
connected loops.  The surveys are connected by the assumption that the mean corrected (for 
closure error) relative station elevation station value of Omega from the previous loop is equal to 
the Alpha for the next loop of the survey transect (see Figure 2.3).  Each of these survey loops has 
its own closure error, which is distributed linearly amongst the stakes included in that loop.  The 
closure error of Loops 1, 2 and 3 were -.036 m, -.226 m, and .053 m.  respectively.  Tables 3.2-
3.4 show the values for mean elevations and closure error values for each loop of the survey.  
Figures 3.2-3.4 show the mean relative station elevations for each loop calculated from both 
transects included in each loop, along with the relative station elevation values with the 
distribution of closure error.  A summary plot is included in Figure 3.5.   
3.2 Gravity Profiles and Models 
 
3.2.1 Gravity Profiles at Survey Sites A and B 
 
 At survey Site A, the profile is segmented into two parts, which are linear with a strike 
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 (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 
2 -0.230 0.000 0.000 -0.230 -0.016 -0.230 
3 -0.384 0.000 0.000 -0.384 0.003 -0.384 
4 -0.263 0.002 -0.001 -0.262 -0.015 -0.264 
5 -0.317 -0.008 0.000 -0.321 0.003 -0.313 
6 -0.347 0.001 -0.002 -0.347 -0.014 -0.348 
7 -0.464 -0.003 0.001 -0.466 0.002 -0.462 
8 -0.660 0.011 -0.004 -0.654 -0.012 -0.665 
9 -0.945 -0.001 0.001 -0.945 0.002 -0.944 
10 -1.023 0.005 -0.005 -1.020 -0.011 -1.025 
11 -1.024 -0.001 0.001 -1.024 0.002 -1.024 
12 -1.088 0.001 -0.006 -1.087 -0.010 -1.088 
13 -1.236 0.000 0.001 -1.236 0.002 -1.236 





















Figure 3.1: Values for each transect corrected for closure error are shown, as well as the mean 
corrected relative elevation value for each stake.  Closure errors for the odd and even transects are 




























































Errors    
(S-N 






  (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.036 0.000 
3 0.511 -0.055 -0.008 0.484 -0.035 0.539 
5 0.555 -0.051 -0.016 0.530 -0.034 0.581 
7 0.626 -0.047 -0.024 0.602 -0.033 0.649 
9 0.613 -0.047 -0.032 0.590 -0.032 0.637 
11 0.652 -0.050 -0.040 0.627 -0.031 0.677 
13 0.442 -0.046 -0.048 0.419 -0.030 0.465 
15 0.435 -0.044 -0.056 0.413 -0.029 0.457 
17 0.323 -0.038 -0.064 0.304 -0.028 0.342 
19 -0.152 -0.043 -0.073 -0.173 -0.026 -0.131 
21 -0.859 -0.020 -0.081 -0.869 -0.025 -0.849 
23 -0.613 -0.009 -0.089 -0.617 -0.024 -0.609 
25 -0.623 -0.018 -0.097 -0.632 -0.023 -0.614 
27 -0.866 -0.010 -0.105 -0.871 -0.022 -0.861 
29 -0.827 -0.004 -0.113 -0.829 -0.021 -0.825 
31 -0.902 -0.003 -0.016 -0.903 -0.020 -0.900 
33 -0.914 -0.002 -0.017 -0.915 -0.019 -0.913 






















Figure 3.2: Relative elevation values for stakes with closure error applied are shown, as well as 
the mean corrected values.  The closure error for loop 1 of the survey is -.036 m. 

























































Errors       
(S-N 





  (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) 
35 -1.078 0.000 0.000 -1.078 -0.226 -1.078 
37 -0.813 -0.010 -0.008 -0.818 -0.217 -0.808 
39 -0.484 -0.019 -0.016 -0.493 -0.209 -0.475 
41 -0.502 -0.029 -0.024 -0.517 -0.201 -0.488 
43 -0.636 -0.037 -0.032 -0.654 -0.193 -0.617 
45 -0.874 0.066 -0.040 -0.841 -0.185 -0.906 
47 -1.066 0.068 -0.048 -1.032 -0.177 -1.100 
49 -1.190 0.059 -0.056 -1.160 -0.169 -1.220 
51 -1.372 0.078 -0.064 -1.333 -0.161 -1.411 
53 -1.845 0.058 -0.073 -1.816 -0.153 -1.874 
55 -1.897 0.048 -0.081 -1.873 -0.145 -1.921 
57 -2.052 0.051 -0.089 -2.026 -0.137 -2.077 
59 -2.090 0.037 -0.097 -2.072 -0.129 -2.109 
61 -2.136 0.027 -0.105 -2.123 -0.121 -2.150 






















Figure 3.3: Relative elevation values for stakes with closure error applied are shown, as well as 
the mean corrected values.  The closure error for loop 2 of the survey is -.226 m.   
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  (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) 
63 -2.096 0.000 0.000 -2.096 0.053 -2.096 
64 -2.049 0.026 0.001 -2.036 0.053 -2.062 
66 -2.100 0.029 0.003 -2.086 0.051 -2.115 
68 -2.147 0.034 0.004 -2.130 0.049 -2.164 
70 -1.903 0.041 0.006 -1.883 0.048 -1.923 
72 -1.634 0.045 0.008 -1.611 0.046 -1.657 
74 -1.006 0.052 0.009 -0.980 0.044 -1.032 
76 -0.550 0.060 0.011 -0.520 0.043 -0.580 
78 -0.197 0.065 0.013 -0.165 0.041 -0.229 
80 -0.147 0.073 0.014 -0.111 0.039 -0.184 
82 0.119 0.076 0.016 0.157 0.038 0.081 
84 -0.225 0.085 0.018 -0.182 0.036 -0.268 
85 0.388 -0.018 0.018 0.379 0.035 0.397 
86 -0.320 0.090 0.019 -0.275 0.034 -0.365 
87 -0.543 0.095 0.020 -0.495 0.033 -0.590 
89 -0.535 0.101 0.022 -0.485 0.032 -0.586 
90 -0.478 -0.002 0.023 -0.479 0.031 -0.477 
92 -0.582 0.001 0.024 -0.581 0.029 -0.582 
93 -0.762 -0.003 0.025 -0.763 0.028 -0.760 










































Figure 3.4: Relative elevation values for stakes with closure error applied are shown, as well as 































Figure 3.5: Summary of all relative elevation values at survey Site B.   
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change between them, in order to avoid trees.  At survey Site B we moved our profile twice, 
about 10 m longitudinally, in order to avoid areas that were covered by water.  Gravity field 
measurements, as well as relative elevation calculations, are projected on to a common north to 
south line for purposes of creating a two-dimensional, subsurface density model.  Residual 
gravity from survey Sites A and B are seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.  Field procedure at survey Site 
B produced three independent gravity survey loops.   
3.2.2 Gravity Modeling at Survey Sites A and B 
 
 Site A 
 
The Bouguer gravity profile at survey Site A is diagrammed in Figure 3.6.  The removal 
of a least squares linear-fit regional trend does provide at least one significant anomaly.  This 
anomaly is asymmetric in shape, ~300 m long, and has a maximum peak to peak amplitude of 
~.16 mGal.  This particular gravity profile was collected before the publication of LiDAR data for 
this region.  After close examination of LiDAR data (see Figure 1.8), it shows that the location of 
the survey transect does not cross the fault scarp until over 500 m into the survey transect.  
Therefore, this gravity profile covers mostly the upthrown fault block.    
Modeling of the gravity profile at Site A using two infinite sheets (this modeling is not 
included in this thesis), juxtaposed across a steeply dipping fault plane, reveal that this particular 
anomaly is not caused by any fault-related feature due to the unrealistic density needed for the 
sheets, and the offset values.  The densities used in this modeling were greater than .2 g/cc, and 
the offset was greater than 200 m at the surface.  The gravity profile at Site A could be modeled 
to show that this large asymmetric anomaly does in fact fit that of an asymmetric body buried in 
the subsurface.  (Similar modeling of the downthrown block at Sites B and C reveal this sort of 
modeled body). However, this body would in fact thicken to the south as the gravity anomaly 
increases to the south.  This geometry is the opposite (mirror image) of similar anomalies seen at 
Sites B and C.   
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Other gravity anomalies are seen in the profile at Site A, past the minima seen at ~300m.  
These other asymmetric anomalies are of much smaller magnitude (much less than .1 mGal) 
when compared with anomalies seen at survey Sites B and C.  There is no doubt that modeling of 
these anomalies could reveal bodies of many different geometries, density contrasts, and depths.  
However, again I reiterate that the purpose of this thesis is not to model anomalies on the 
upthrown side of the fault block.  For the purposes of this particular project, this gravity profile 
represents a “control survey” of what the background, ambient gravity signature is on the 
upthrown (and probably less deformed) fault block.  
 
Gravity Profile Site A-Residual 
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc











































Figure 3.6: Gravity values from processed field results are displayed, as well as the residual 





 Site B 
 The gravity profile at survey Site B (Figure 3.7) shows at least one significant anomaly 
that is not strongly correlated with topography.  This anomaly, which is located in the center of 
the profile, has an asymmetric shape.  This anomaly has a maximum peak-to-peak value of .2 
mGal, and extends for 1.2 km until it is asymptotic to the background ambient gravity signature.  
The northern face of the anomaly is very sharp.  The first drop in topography (from north to 
south) correlates with the linear-to-arcuate topographic scarp seen on LiDAR (see Figure 1.8), 
and is interpreted to be a normal fault line scarp.  This anomaly shows little significant change 


























Figure 3.7: Gravity values from processed field results are displayed, as well as the residual 
gravity after removal of a regional trend least squares linear fit to the data.  The gravity profile 
presented has the x-axis with projected line distance and the DC shift added to the survey loops. 
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 First, in order to interpret the gravity data in this thesis, a review of what the gravity 
signature is from simple geometric models (see Burger, 1992) across normal faults indicate the 
expected anomaly shape reflects that the gravity should decrease on the downthrown fault block 
because the equivalent section on the downthrown fault block will be lower in elevation.  
Therefore, the expected anomaly for all of the 2-D gravity profiles across normal faults included 
in this thesis should show an asymmetric anomaly that is positive on the upthrown side of the 
fault, with an accompanying negative anomaly on the downthrown side of the fault.  The results 
from the gravity profile at Site B, however, shows a perplexing result that the gravity signature 
actually increases on the downthrown side of the fault block.  Two possible scenarios stand out to 
explain the gravity increase on the downthrown side of the fault: (1) a combination of thicker 
equivalent sections on the downthrown side of the fault block (the definition of a growth fault) 
and/or (2) a high concentration of dense sediments deposited near the fault trace.  With both of 
these models in mind, a model of the profile is then generated.  
 Another significant anomaly in the profile (Figure 3.7) is located towards the southern 
end of the profile and is correlated with a topographic high, sharp, small wavelength, and 
relatively symmetrical.  This southernmost significant anomaly has a maximum peak to peak 
value of ~.2 mGal and is ~400 m long. Towards the north of the profile, on the interpreted 
upthrown side of the fault, another anomaly is seen. This anomaly has a much smaller peak to 
peak amplitude versus the previously discussed anomalies with a maximum peak to peak value at 
one station at ~.1 mGal , but most gravity data points increase from 0 to .07 mGal and is ~200 m 
in length.  This latter anomaly is not strongly correlated with a topographic high.  
 Two possible models for Site B are presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.  Models for the 
northernmost anomaly fit a buried channel feature with a .1 g/cc density contrast and dimensions 
~250 m long and ~18 m deep.  Modeling of the central anomaly fits well with an asymmetric 
body with density contrast of .1 g/cc that is ~900 m wide and 75 meters deep.  The southernmost 
anomaly, through modeling, fits well with a channel feature with a slightly higher density 
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contrast, .13 g/cc, with dimensions 475 m long and 38 m deep.  Another possibility of the 
southernmost anomaly is a density contrast of .1 g/cc that extends to 72 m below the surface. 
 The residual gravity profile included in Figure 3.7 represents the final processing result 
which will be modeled, and it is valuable to mention that there are no error bars (in mGals) 
included in this figure.  From observations on results included in Figures 2.10 it is demonstrated 
that the raw gravity measurements in the field do not correspond with topography at this 
particular field location.  However, in viewing the free-air gravity profile included in Figure 2.11, 
at this stage of processing, the gravity values at each point do correspond mostly with the 
topographic variations.  This leads the conclusion towards the assumption that the largest 
contribution to errors associated with the Bouguer anomalies for this survey site will be from the 
accuracy of measuring the relative elevation value at each measurement location.   
 With the particular method of calculating the relative elevation used at this survey site, 
there are available to us an estimate of what the errors are at each measurement location for all 
gravity measurements at Survey Site B (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2).  For a crude estimation of 
the errors at each measurement location, you can assume the error in mGals is equivalent to the 
errors in topography multiplied by the free-air correction (.3086 mGal/m).  It is shown in 
calculations not included in this thesis, that this assumption produces values which vary in the 
third decimal place and do not significantly change the profile.  Therefore, a decision was made 
to not include error bars on the survey shown in Figure 3.7.  Other contributions of error in all the 
gravity surveys in this thesis consist of : meter height estimation, latitude location for theoretical 
gravity estimations, and drift corrections.   
3.3 Gravity Profiles and Models of Previously Collected Data 
 
3.3.1 Gravity Modeling at Survey Site C 
 
 The gravity profile at Site C (Figure 3.10) shows at least four significant anomalies over 




















































































Gravity Profile Site C-Residual














































important to note that this large anomaly occurs on the upthrown side of the fault.  The other 
three anomalies, of smaller magnitude are: (1) a small anomaly at the northern end of the transect 
that is symmetrical with maximum peak at .12 mGal, (2) a central asymmetric anomaly of 
magnitude .15 mGal, and (3) a symmetric anomaly which is .14 mGal at its highest peak.  The 
latter anomalies are ~200m, ~450 m and ~150 m wide, respectively.   
First, two possible subsurface models are presented of the density contrast and 
corresponding shapes for the largest magnitude anomaly seen in the profile (Figures 3.11 and 
3.12) at ~300 m distance along the survey transect.  The model in Figure 3.11 assumes a small, 
round body of high density contrast for this area at  .5 g/cc.  The model in Figure 3.12 shows a 
500 m long, vertically oriented, linear body of density contrast .1 g/cc.  The latter described 
geometry is probably unlikely, but further investigation is warranted.   Next, a terrain correction 
is calculated following Burger (1992) to investigate if features out of the plane of the survey 
transect, and of higher topography are influencing our gravity measurements.  Figure 3.13 
includes the representation of the cylindrical ring method of calculating terrain corrections.  The 
equation for terrain correction we employ is: 
gring = 2πG ρ  [Ro - Ri + (Ri2 + z2)1/2 - (Ro2 + z2)1/2)]                                                    (EQ-3.1) 
from S.  Hammer (1939) where Ro is the outer ring radius, Ri is the inner ring radius, and z is the 
thickness of the ring.  For density, 1.8 g/cc we obtain the values in Table 3.5.  
TABLE 3.5: Terrain calculations for survey Site C. Density contrast referenced to 1.8 g/cc.  
Ri  Ro z gring Data Point 
(m) (m) (m) mGal  
0.01 2.61 90 0.256 Site C, Station 10 
0.01 2.93 90 0.287 Site C, Station 11 
 
 Given the severity of the magnitude of topography needed to achieve this anomaly, 
around 90 m, we cannot assume that this sharp anomaly is caused by higher topography features 

















Figure 3.11: Gravity model at survey Site C.  Modeling of a specific anomaly in the profile 
shows that the large anomaly seen on the upthrown side of the fault-line scarp may be due to a 
































































Figure 3.12: Gravity model at survey Site C showing 500 m long, vertically oriented linear body 






























Figure 3.13: Diagrammatic representation of the cylindrical ring method of determining terrain 
corrections.   Ro = outer radius, Ri = inner radius, and z = thickness of ring.  The center of the 
ring is the location of the observation point (from Burger, 1992). 
  
1.7). The shallow, buried, round body model is plausible, but we are not interested in bodies such 
as these for this study. This portion of the gravity survey was collected in one field day (see 
Appendix B). We remove stations 8 through 17 from our profile, inclusive of this anomaly and 
proceed to model further.   
 The revised profile for survey Site C is modeled (Figure 3.14).  This profile shows two 
sharp, small wavelength, symmetric anomalies that are closely correlated with topography on 
either side of a central, asymmetric shaped anomaly that is asymptotic to the ambient background 
density after ~500 m.  The northernmost symmetric anomaly fits a model of a channel-shaped 

























asymmetric anomaly is modeled by a body ~500 m in length, ~50 m high and with a density 
contrast of .1 g/cc.  The southernmost symmetrical anomaly is modeled with another channel-
shaped body that is ~175 m wide and ~50 m deep with a density contrast of .1 g/cc. 
3.3.2 Gravity Modeling at Survey Site D 
 
 Data Sets 1 and 2 
 
The gravity profiles for Data Sets 1 and 2 at Survey Site D, are displayed in Figures 3.15 
and 3.16.   First, we consider the maximum peak anomaly of 1.83 mGal and 1.86 mGal in Data 
Sets 1 and 2, respectively.  This maximum peak corresponds to Station 9 in Data Set 1 and 2 for 
survey Site D.  Given the large difference between the value of Station 9 in both Data Sets 
compared with the rest of the values in each survey, we proceed to investigate topographic 
features out of the plane of the survey causing this large anomaly and buried objects.  Terrain 
correction calculations are included in Table 3.6 below for density of 1.8 g/cc to test the 
possibility of topographically high features out of the plane of the survey.  The large topography 
(1000 m) that is needed to match this anomaly is unavailable throughout most of the Gulf Coast.    
TABLE 3.6: Terrain calculations for survey Site D, Data Sets 1 and 2.  Density contrast is 
referenced to 1.8 g/cc.  
Ri  Ro z gring Data Point 
(m) (m) (m) mGal  
0.3 21.54 1000 1.831 Site C, Station 10 
0.3 21.93 1000 1.869 Site C, Station 11 
 
 Therefore, we proceed to test buried bodies that may be causing the maximum peak 
anomalies from Data Sets 1 and 2.  Figure 3.17 shows the gravity anomaly of a small, round, 
shallow, buried object with density contrast 5 g/cc.  GravMaster allows a maximum density 
contrast input of 5 g/cc, and we are not able to input a high enough density to achieve the 
maximum value of the gravity anomaly peak in either Data Set 1 or 2.   
However, the maximum peak we are able to model is equivalent to the lesser magnitude  
of Station 12, Site D, Data Set 1.  Given this, we assume any anomaly greater or equal to the 
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Figure 3.15: Gravity profile at Site D, Data Set 1 showing residual gravity profile along 
projected line distance. 
 
 
Gravity Profile-Site D Data Set 2-Residual
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc




















































Figure 3.16: Gravity profile at Site D, Data Set 2 showing residual gravity profile along 
projected line distance. 
 
 
Gravity Profile Site D Data Set 1-Residual
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc













































magnitude of Station 9, Data Set 1 is due to a buried object with a density greater than 5 g/cc. 
We are not interested in modeling solid, round, dense buried objects for this study.  Furthermore, 
following this logic we omit Station 9 in Data Sets 1 and 2, and Station 12 from Data Set 1 from 
further modeling.    
 Table 3.7 shows the revised data set for survey Site D, Data Set 1.  Figure 3.18 shows the 
revised data plotted against distance along transect.  Similarly, Table 3.8 and Figure 3.19 show 
revised results for Data Set 2.  With these revised, rescaled plots, after removal of the large 
anomaly from Stations 9 and 12, all data points now appear chaotic.  Shifts of .1 to .5 mGal is 
observed between adjacent stations.  Instead of creating numerous models of round bodies or 
terrain corrections, and given the chaotic nature of the anomalies we will not perform any more 
modeling of either Data Set 1 or Data Set 2.    
 Data Set 3 
 In Figure 3.20 the accompanying data set from survey Site D is shown. The residual 
gravity profile indicates gravity increases towards the fault scarp from ~0 to  ~2.5 mGal.  Instead 
of more high density round body modeling or terrain corrections, we assume (from previous 
calculations on Data Sets 1 and 2) that the anomaly of ~1.4 mGal from Station 0 and Station 1 is 
not related to faulting, and is thus not useful for our purposes. We omit the data points from 
Station 0 and Station 1 and result in the gravity profile in Figure 3.21.   
 Figures 3.22 and 3.23 model the revised gravity profile from Figure 3.21. First, an 
attempt is made to model simple geometric shapes that fit this revised gravity data set.  Neither 
model shows any geologically reasonable body.  Furthermore, with no reasonable gravity model 
indicating any fault-related feature, no further modeling is achieved.  
3.4 Cross Sections of Soil Boring Logs 
 Four cross sections constructed of soil boring log data are interpreted.  Locations of cross 
sections are summarized in Figure 3.24.  We divide each cross section into 3 stratigraphic “Units” 










































Figure 3.17: Site D, Data Set 1 modeling showing a small, round, solid object of relatively high 














 (kilometers) (mGals) 
0 0 0 
1 0.030 0.469 
2 0.061 0.468 
3 0.091 0.448 
4 0.122 0.583 
5 0.141 0.130 
6 0.157 0.407 
7 0.172 0.512 
8 0.187 0.502 
10 0.218 0.446 
11 0.231 0.512 
13 0.261 0.211 
14 0.280 0.315 
15 0.295 0.331 
16 0.326 0.209 
17 0.356 0.352 
18 0.387 0.378 
19 0.448 0.463 
20 0.509 0.369 
21 0.570 0.485 








Survey Site D Data Set 1-Revised

































































 (kilometers) (mGals) 
0 0 0 
1 0.030 0.475 
2 0.061 0.376 
3 0.091 0.466 
4 0.122 0.607 
5 0.141 0.157 
6 0.157 0.159 
7 0.172 0.545 
8 0.187 0.538 
10 0.218 0.488 
11 0.231 0.556 
12 0.246 0.280 
13 0.261 0.261 
14 0.280 0.369 
15 0.295 0.388 
16 0.326 0.271 
17 0.356 0.420 
18 0.387 0.453 
19 0.393 0.613 
20 0.454 0.554 




Survey Site D, Data Set 2 - Revised











































Figure 3.19: Results with anomalous data point from Station 9 removed.   
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Gravity Profile Site D Data Set 3- Residual
BA referenced to 1.8 g/cc







































































 (kilometers) (mGals) 
2 0.036 0.000 
3 0.051 0.225 
4 0.067 0.458 
5 0.082 0.652 
6 0.097 0.683 
7 0.112 0.592 
9 0.148 0.748 
10 0.164 0.612 
11 0.185 0.778 
12 0.208 0.646 
13 0.223 0.656 
14 0.241 0.579 
15 0.256 0.561 
 
Survey Site D Data Set 3-Revised 

























































































































Figure 3.24: Summary of cross section locations (A to A’, B to B’, C to C’, D to D’, and E to E’) 












geometry, and similar pedogenic features.  Use of the term “laterally extensive” refers to  
lithologic units that transcend at least two adjacent boreholes.  This method of subdividing the 
vertical lithologic succession of units in each borehole is based on the results from Hanor (1995).  
This method is greatly simplifying the complex geology and their respective environments.  
However, the scope of this thesis is to focus only on the sands.  
 Unit 1 contains thick, laterally extensive sand bodies.  (As previously stated, use of the 
terms “laterally continuous” simply means this unit can be seen in at least one adjacent bore at a 
similar depth) Unit 2 contains two subunits A and B.  Unit 2A contains relatively thick organic 
clay deposits with wood fragments.  Unit 2B contains clay with a large number of pedogenic 
features (roots, nodules, and slickensides).  And lastly, Unit 3 contains silty clay deposits with 
ferrous and calcareous nodules.  Sand units are labeled following the format “Sand 1, Sand 2”, 
etc. and are shown in red enclosed polygons.  Sand units are numbered with lower numbers 
corresponding to deeper sands, but the numbers do not correlate or correspond to similar numbers 
in other cross sections.  Cross sections are interpreted with a bottom-up approach.  A bottom-up 
approach allows us to discern the geologic history of the area from older, deeper units towards the 
younger units atop each soil boring log. This is in contrast to the engineering approach which 
focuses from surface to depth.  
3.4.1 Cross Section A to A’ 
 
UNIT 1 
 Sand 1, in cross section A to A’ (Figure 3.25), can be traced to a similar depth in 
borehole to the south.  However, with no immediate adjacent ~100 foot deep bore we cannot 
conclusively discern if this layer is in fact laterally continuous.  If it is laterally continuous , it 
would vary in depth from -10 to -15 m depth and decreases in thickness by ~4 m towards the 
north.  A silty sand layer occurs at -7.5 m depth and can be seen stratigraphically on top of the 




Figure 3.25: Interpretations (shown in red) of cross section A to A’ constructed from soil boring 
log data.   
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depth may provide further evidence that Sand 1 is in fact laterally continuous.  Below 
approximately -6 m depth, pedogenic features are not common.  
UNIT 2B 
 Unit 2B consists of varying soil types and contents.  Primarily the soil type is clay, with 
various contents such as: rootlets, wood fragments, and slickensides.  The base of Unit 2B is 
subdued and occurs at various depths over the cross section.  Lateral correlations can be made 
using lithology and occurrence of slickensides across adjacent boreholes. 
UNIT 3 
 The uppermost Unit 3 includes silty clay contains ferrous and calcareous nodules, roots, 
sand interlayering, and wood fragments.  In boreholes R-60 and R-71 there are coarse grained 
layers with sandy clay, silty sand, and clayey sand interpreted as Sand 2.  No clean sand is present 
in Sand 2.    




 No clean sand is present within Unit 1 interpreted in cross section B to B’ (Figure 3.26).  
A clay layer at -13 m depth has pedogenic features consisting of slickensides and ferrous nodules.  
Otherwise, pedogenic features are uncommon.   
UNIT 2B 
 Sand 1, consists of a laterally continuous ~3.5 m thick sand deposit at -3.5 m depth.  
Adjacent to the east of Sand 1, in Borehole R-43, silty sand layers occur at 0 m depth extending 
to -5 m.  These adjacent layers may be part of the channel complex in Sand 1.  Sand 2, located 
+10 m below the surface, is ~3 m thick.   
UNIT 3 
 The uppermost stratigraphic layer, Unit 3, consists of silty clay deposits of varying 
thickness across the section with inclusions of calcareous and ferrous nodules, sand layers, roots 
and wood fragments.   
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Figure 3.26 Interpretations (shown in red) of cross section B to B’ constructed from soil boring 





3.4.3 Cross Section C to C’ 
 
UNIT 1 
 Sand 1 at +2 m depth is laterally continuous and is interpreted in cross section C to C’ 
(Figure 3.27).  Sand 1 is thick (~6 m) to the southwest and thin (~2 m) to the northeast. 
UNIT 2 
 Unit 2A consists of organic clay with wood fragment inclusions.  The layer is thick in the 
southwest (~4 m) and thin (~2 m) to the northeast.  The layer is not laterally continuous, and does 
not occur in boreholes B-45 and B-46. 
UNIT 2B 
 Unit 2B is a semi-laterally continuous silty clay layer with ferrous nodules, silt/sand 
interlayers, and slickensides.  It occurs at+12.5 m depth and extends up to +14 m depth.  The base 
as well as the surface are undulatory.  A lone peat layer occurs in borehole B-47 at ~11 m depth.  
UNIT 3 
 Unit 3, the uppermost stratigraphic unit, consists of clayey silt and silty clay with ferrous 
nodules and silty and sand interlayers.  Sand 2 is a thin (~1.5 m) sand layer located at +13 m 
depth.  A lone peat layer occurs in borehole B-44 at ~14 m depth. 
3.4.4 Cross Section D to D’ 
 
UNIT 2A 
 Sand 1, interpreted in cross section D to D’ (Figure 3.28), is ~2 m thick.  Sand 1 is -3.5 m 
deep.  Unit 2A consists of organic clay which dips gently to the northwest from -.5 to -4.5 m 
depth.  This layer is laterally continuous across all boreholes from north to south except where 
truncated by Sand 2.  The organic clay layer is thicker towards the north (~4 m) and thin to the 
south (<<1 m).  Sand 2 consists of a thick (~10 m) sequence of sand at +5.5 m depth. 
UNIT 2B 
 Unit 2B consists of slickensides or joints, silt/sand layers ferrous nodules, and 




Figure 3.27: Interpretations (shown in red) of cross section C to C’ constructed from soil boring 









Figure 3.28: Interpretations (shown in red) of cross section D to D’ constructed from soil boring 










at +9.5 m depth.  Sand 4 occurs at +10 m depth is ~4 m thick and has gravel at the base.  Sand 5 
is ~1.5 m thick and occurs at +12.5 m depth. 
UNIT 3 
 Unit 3, the uppermost unit, comprises silty clay with ferrous nodules and roots, sandy 
clay with silt layers, sandy silt, and clay.  A lone peat layer is present within borehole B-44 at 
~14.5 m.   
3.4.5 Sand Thickness and Orientation 
 
 All soil boring logs available are now described in three dimensions in order to identify 
patterns in boreholes which contain sand.  Using the location of boreholes, the symbol “S” is used 
to indicate the presence of clean sands in boreholes (see Figure 3.29).  Inclusion of silty sand, 
clayey sand, or sandy clay is not done for this part of the analysis.  This method allows 
correlation of laterally extensive sand bodies interpreted in two-dimensional cross sections with 
other boreholes which contain sand.  Cumulative thickness (in feet) of sand is also computed for 
each soil boring log and is included in Figure 3.30.   
3.4.6 Cross Section E to E’ 
 
 Similarities in sand thickness from east to west across boreholes R-1 thru R-5 are used to 
correlate between sand layers in these boreholes.  In order to investigate this trend, another cross 
section is constructed, E to E’ (Figure 3.31).   
UNIT 1 
 Sand 1 is laterally continuous, ~3 m thick, and occurs at -5 m depth.  Sand 2 is ~4 m thick 
and occurs at -3 m depth.  Sand 3 is ~3.5 m thick sand at +1 m depth.  Sand 3 has gravel at the 
base and may be associated with the gravel layer in the silty sand deposit in adjacent borehole R- 
3.  
UNIT 2B 
 A semi-laterally continuous peat or lignite layer occurs across boreholes from west to 



















































Figure 3.31: Interpretations (shown in red) of cross section E to E’ constructed from soil boring 











6 is a ~2 m thick sand at +9.5 m depth.  The silty sand layer in borehole R-6 with a gravel layer is 
likely associated with Sand 6. 
UNIT 3 
 Unit 3, the uppermost stratigraphic unit, comprises mostly silty clay with calcareous and 
ferrous nodules, sand layers and roots.  There are also clay layers with silt/sand interlayers, wood 
fragments, and roots.  Two boreholes have clayey silt deposits at the top.   
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CHAPTER 4.  DISCUSSION 
4.1 Gravity Modeling Interpretations 
4.1.1 Gravity Modeling Interpretations at Site A  
 At survey Site A, the gravity survey had at least one significant anomaly.  The significant 
anomaly seen towards the north of the profile, has an asymmetric shape,  with gravity values that 
increase towards the south.  However, as previously stated this particular survey is taken mostly 
on the upthrown side of the fault block as seen on LiDAR data (see Figure 1.8).  The purpose and 
scope of this thesis is to provide gravity models to support (or refute) the growth fault model and 
the preferred tectonic model of a relay ramp formed between the overlapping normal fault 
segments.  Both of the aforementioned models focus on the downthrown fault block.   
 Other anomalies from the gravity survey at Site A past (south) of the minima at ~300 m, 
are of small magnitude when compared with anomalies from Sites B and C.  It is not an 
assumption in this project that this data could not provide models of bodies buried in the 
subsurface responsible for the anomalies that are of reasonable density contrasts, geometries, and 
depths.  In the context of the investigations for this thesis, this survey is best served as a 
representation of the background, ambient gravity signature.  No modeling of this data set is 
needed to use it as a comparison for our other gravity profiles.   
 Modeling (not displayed in this thesis) using simple sheets offset across a steeply-dipping 
normal fault (see Burger, 1992), does not reveal that this particular asymmetric anomaly (seen on 
the north of the profile) is that of a normal fault using any reasonable density and/or offset values.  
As previously stated, from simple geometric models (see Burger, 1992; and discussion of 
expected results in Chapter 3) simple geometric models of normal faults predict gravity 
signatures that are asymmetric (positive on the upthrown side of the fault, and negative on the 
downthrown side), but do not predict gravity increase on the downthrown side of the fault block.  
For completeness sake, it is worth mentioning that this data set provides evidence of other 
asymmetric anomalies of similar peak-to-peak amplitudes from that seen in gravity profiles from 
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Sites B and C.  However, the geometry of this particular asymmetric anomaly is that it is greater 
to the south, indicating a buried feature which thickens to the south.  Modeling presented in 
Chapter 3 and further discussion in Chapter 4, of survey Sites B and C, reveals that gravity 
anomalies which increase towards the north are only characteristic of the downthrown fault block 
and have placement close to the fault trace. 
4.1.2 Gravity Modeling Interpretations at Site D 
 Modeling of Data Sets 1, 2, and 3 at Site D reveals that no fault-related feature could be 
responsible for the anomalies seen in the profiles.  All of these data sets are likely of quite poor 
quality, and sources of error within these data sets likely come from: (1) poor estimation of 
relative elevations, (2) inconsistent readings taken between the various number of workers from 
the gravimeter, and/or (3) novice operation of the gravimeter.   
 With no reasonable models created by the author for these data sets, there is no basis on 
which to comparatively discuss these surveys with those of other surveys in this thesis.  This 
conclusion is unfortunate because the surveys at Site D are not near an overlapping normal fault 
zone.  Rather, this survey site is near an independent normal fault and would have provided a 
control data set to compare features from these two contrasting tectonic scenarios. 
4.1.3 Gravity Modeling Interpretations at Sites B and C 
 The two surveys at Site B and C show strikingly similar sequence of anomalies in gravity 
profiles and result in similar buried features represented in their models.  However, the profile at 
Site B is much longer at ~2 km versus Site C at ~1 km. There is a marked central asymmetric 
anomaly in both surveys.  From models of this anomaly, there may be a body that thickens 
toward the fault trace.  This geometry resembles two-dimensional growth fault geometry with 
accommodation that is greater toward the fault (see Figure 4.1).  Comparison of models from 
Sites B and C, show this body thickens to the east, from 50 m to 75 m. The body may also 
increase in length (north to south) from 500 m to ~900 m.  The three-dimensional model 


















Figure 4.1:  Two dimensional representation of equivalent sections on either side of a listric-









Figure 4.2:  Three dimensional conceptual model (based on gravity modeling results) showing a 
body of dense sediment which thickens from left to right (or towards the east ) and also towards 





 Interestingly enough, this fits very well with the proposed tectonic model of a relay ramp 
formed between the overlapping normal fault segments.   In Stage 2 of evolution of the area  
between two overlapping, normal faults a relay ramp may form (see Figure 1.5).  In our particular 
case, the accommodation should increase towards the east.  This thick body of sediment is denser 
than the background, ambient density of combined sands and shales at .1 g/cc, and probably is 
comprised of more sand.   
 With results from modeling revealing the geometry and relative density of sediments in 
the upper 100 m, a mechanism to explain how this large asymmetric wedge of sediment was 
deposited must be considered.  This increase in dense materials near the fault trace can be 
explained with a fluvial model in which the transport direction is diverted through a relay ramp 
structure allowing a place for catchment of coarse-grained fluvial sediments (see Figure 4.3).  
Within the relay ramp, accentuated east-to-west gradient from the formation of a relay ramp 
structure, may serve to cause rivers and streams to succumb to the gradient change.   
 Other features evident from gravity modeling, namely the smaller interpreted channel-
shaped features at both Sites B and C, show that topographic anomalies in the area can also 
correspond to density contrasts seen in the subsurface.  The sediments in these “V” or “U” shaped 
bodies consist of either: (1) denser sediments than their surroundings, or (2) localized deposits of 
more compacted sediments.  The transect at Site B (see Figure 1.8) shows a linear, east-to-west 
oriented, topographic high which extends laterally for a few hundred meters towards the southern 
end of the transect.  This particular topographic high, through gravity modeling, corresponds with 
an infilled, subsurface, channel-shaped feature. This example shows how a combination of 
LiDAR and gravity can reveal that all linear surface scarps are not normal fault-line scarps.  
Dense and possibly coarse-grained sediments from abandoned infilled channels, which are less 
resistant to weathering, may survive through erosion and be preserved as linear topographic 
scarps.  

































Figure 4.3: a) Independent normal fault scarp with accentuated east-to-west topographic gradient 
causing stream orientation change as it moves across the fault.  b) Overlapping normal fault 
segments with no apparent relay ramp formed between them showing stream is not influenced by 
travel across the fault scarps.  c) Relay ramp shown greatly influences river orientation by 









 The gravity profiles from Sites B and C do not show any evidence of faulting.  The 
preferred model relating sedimentation to faulting with a relay ramp structure formed supports the  
geometry and nature of the asymmetric, dense sediment wedge through a dynamic model 
incorporating fluvial influence.  However, a fair question arises: If the dense, asymmetric wedge 
of sediment is somehow correlated to faulting, then why is there no evidence of faulting 
preserved in the gravity surveys or modeling?  The gravity modeling at Sites B and C show no 
evidence of significant density contrast created across the fault-line scarp due to juxtaposition of 
sands and shales.  This could simply be due to the offset of the fault in the upper 500 m being of 
small enough magnitude that it does not create significant lateral density contrasts.  Gravity 
surveys are a geophysical tool from which simple geometric models of the subsurface 
stratigraphy are created.  All gravity modeling in this thesis is non-unique, which is characteristic 
of all gravity modeling.  It is premature to simply assume there is no fault here from results of 
gravity modeling.  Further testing, through seismic or boreholes, is needed in this area to refute or 
support the gravity modeling results.  
 However, if we assume that the preferred tectonic model of an overlapping normal fault 
zone with a relay ramp formed is responsible for the dense wedge identified from gravity 
modeling, we can then deduce that the northern limit of this body marks the location of the fault.  
Furthermore, with this logic then the orientation of the fault plane can be assumed to be dipping 
90 degrees with respect to the upper 100 m of the subsurface.  From modeling at survey Site C, 
the topographic anomaly and the northern limit of the sand wedge occur in the same location.  
However, at Site B there is considerable distance past (south) of the fault scarp (~250 m) before 
the northern limit of the dense wedge is reached (identified by the sharp gravity signature 
increase).  These observations may indicate the fault near Site B is older, and the fault scarp has 
been weathered.  Interestingly enough, this fits with our tectonic relay ramp model (see Figures 
1.4 and 1.5) where the fault should be younger in a westerly direction, and towards the fault tip.   
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 An alternate interpretation considering why there is considerable offset between the 
northern limit of the dense, asymmetric wedge from models at Sites B and C and the topographic 
scarp, is that another fault is present in the subsurface at this location.  This “other” fault would 
have to be a splay fault with no surface expression characterized by a linear topographic high (or 
normal-fault line scarp).  This provides a reasonable explanation for the offset of the modeled 
feature and the topographic scarp, but relies heavily on the preferred model of the relay zone.   
 Furthermore, in order to consider all possible interpretations of our data, it could also be 
possible that the dense asymmetric wedge seen through modeling is simply that of a large, 
abandoned, infilled channel that is oriented east to west.  The placement of this channel may be 
due to other circumstances that are not related to the relay ramp model.  If this sedimentary model 
is considered, and thus incorporated into the gravity modeling then the centralized, asymmetric 
body in the gravity models could be modeled with a body that has similar depth along its length 
but has a laterally varying density.  This fits with a sedimentary facies model where the sediments 
would change density as you move away from the point bar and towards the overbank deposits.  
4.2 Soil Boring Log Interpretations  
 The soil boring logs at survey Site E are data which are newly interpreted for this project, 
and are subsequently compared with previously published results from Hanor (1995) from Site F.  
The overall conclusion at Site E is that there is simply no evidence to support that there are any 
laterally continuous (across the survey) sand bodies that exist.  Therefore, the original objective 
for analyzing the soil boring logs was to discern sand body orientation inevitably failed because 
there are no continuous sand bodies to analyze.  On the other hand, results from the study 
published by Hanor (1995) at Site F were conclusive in that at that location there are traceable, 
continuous sand bodies.  The explanation for why the soil boring logs at Site E showed no 
conclusive results could be because the boring locations at Site F are more closely spaced, and the 
author had 4 times as many boreholes available to him, and his survey location covered a larger 
area.  The assumption inherent in the modeling of gravity profiles at Site C and B, and the 
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assumption that they represent large, continuous bodies of sand hinge upon the postulation that 
the results from Site F are valid.   
 In this section, the discussion is broken into the respective “Units” which were used to 
describe the two-dimensional cross sections in this thesis.  Descriptions included here relate the 
sediments to possible depositional environments and compare these results to the study at Site F 
by Hanor (1995).  This should be considered an overview of the data available in these soil boring 
logs, and in no way is a complete sedimentary-facies analysis of the sediments that are seen in the 
boreholes.  In particular, the color of sediments in the bores for this study was not considered.  
This assumption alone simplifies all lithologic units are characterized specifically on their grain 
size.  Further, more detailed analysis of these bores is needed, but would be for a specific purpose 
not in the scope of the investigations of this thesis. 
 The following discussion should serve as an indicator of how complex the geology is in 
this region ,with respect to at least the upper 20 m, which may have been simplified in the rest of 
this thesis by simple geometric shapes included in gravity modeling results.  For the purposes 
pertinent to the investigation in this thesis, an intense analysis of the other soil types other than 
clean sands is not warranted.  However, for clarity, a summary of each Unit is included in the 
discussion which follows. 
UNIT 1 
 
 At depths of 0 to -15 m laterally extensive (145 m to 580 m wide), 3 to 6 m thick sands 
exist.  Fewer, thinner sands that do not extend into neighboring boreholes are also found.  At 
similar depths in the study by Hanor (1995) these deposits may be part of the braided stream and 
meandering channel regime of his study.  No gravel deposits at these depths exist in our borehole 
study, which were used as an indicator of braided channels within the study by Hanor (1995).  
Our study has fewer boreholes at greater spacing, which hinders our ability to construct possible 
meander bend geometries or channel orientations.  We can, however, discern that these channels 
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marking the deepest part of our bore study are much thicker and laterally extensive compared 
with shallower channel-shaped features in our study.   
 Unit 1 may be part of a fluvial system with meandering channels (Walker, 1984; Boggs, 
2001; Reading, 1996) which have vertical successions with an overall fining upward sequence of 
sediments.  At the base of these fining upward sequences coarse-grained channel lag, or gravel 
deposits mark channel axis deposition.  Therefore, the gravel-based sands could also be part of a 
meandering (and not braided) fluvial system. Lateral variations exist as the meandering channel 
moves the environments with their respective lithologies across the floodplain, resulting in lateral 
accretion.   This meandering of channels across the floodplain results in three-dimensional 
complexities which may hinder our ability to construct channel geometry from the soil boring 
logs used in this study. 
UNIT 2A 
 Atop the thicker, more laterally extensive channel-shaped sand features of UNIT 1, lie 
less than or equal to 6 m thick, organic clay deposits. The deposits of Unit 2A are laterally 
extensive in the northern portions of the study area, and are found in most boreholes in three 
dimensions.  Abandoned channels or floodplain deposits, as part of a meandering stream system, 
can vertically accrete sequences of organic material if a consistent high water table exists 
(Reading, 1996).  Thick organic clay deposits with wood fragments mark an extended period of 
time where the northern part of the study area (and more proximal to the current location of the 
fault) could have been a backswamp or marsh area with stagnant water. 
 Alternate interpretations of the deposits of Unit 2A are of a marginal-marine environment 
(Boggs, 2001). Lagoonal and marsh deposits can accumulate organic-rich muds, into the lower 
energy back-barrier lagoon. Another marginal-marine depositional environment, consisting of a 
fluvial-dominated delta with accompanying delta plain marshes or ponds may also accumulate 
thick sequences of organic-rich muds.  
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UNIT 2B  
 Extensive clay deposits (~10 m thick) covering all of the southern survey limits have a 
preponderance of pedogenic features such as concretions, roots, and slickensides.  The large 
number of vertical repetitions of these pedogenic features throughout the boreholes indicate many 
episodes of soil formation preserved.  Hanor (1995) estimates as many as 5 episodes are 
preserved, and each one is also a likely erosional surface. 
 For this thesis, slickensides are assumed to be a pedogenic feature.  Other mechanisms 
which cause slickensides to form will not be discussed.  Slickensides are common in vertisols, 
which are clay soils with an initial high saturation and low organic content.  Vertisols are rich in 
swelling clays, such as smectite and montmorillionite, which expand and contract with wetting 
and drying periods (Gerrard, 2000).  The dessication of these soils can happen as part of a 
meandering stream depositional model when the stream laterally migrates away leaving mud 
cracks at the surface (Walker, 1984).  Abundant vegetation along the floodbasin commonly 
results in muds with roots preserved.  Concretions (ferrous and calcareous) are a product of 
chemical weathering (or leaching) in a reducing environment (which usually waterlogged) where 
iron and calcium dissolve and later undergo cementation (Gerrard, 2000).  Hanor (1995) also 
found a laterally extensive, clay-dominated section from 9 to 12 m, which corresponds to +3 to 0 
m in our study.   
UNIT 3 
 The uppermost lithology in the majority of boreholes in this study are silty clays with 
calcareous and/or ferrous nodules.  This is characteristic of the upper part of a vertical 
meandering stream sequence with aeolian , or windblown, loess or coarse sandy deposits 
(Walker, 1994).  Hanor (1995) noted these may be remains of the Peoria Loess.    
4.3 Sedimentation and Faults 
 The results of the work analyzing soil boring logs in this thesis, if conclusive, were to be 
compared with the extensive study by Hanor (1995).  Due to the close proximity of the fault trace 
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in Hanor’s (1995) study area, a tectonic mechanism (reactivated faulting), may be in part 
responsible for the marked shift in orientation of stream flow.  Hanor’s (1995) study is proximal 
to an independent normal fault, and does not appear to be within close proximity to a relay ramp 
feature. His work shows that streams may change their orientation through time (from north to 
south, to east to west) when not in an area with a relay ramp formed which may be the case for 
Sites A, B, and C of our study (see Figure 4.3 b and c).   
 This study is important to mention and or summarize in this thesis because his results 
show streams may change their orientation because of factors that may have nothing to do with 
relay ramp formation or faulting.  This serves to clarify that in this thesis there is no assumption 
that relay ramps are the only factor or cause for streams to change direction.  With no possibility 
of constructing meander bend geometry or channel orientation from the soil boring logs at Site E, 
we are not able to compare the stream response from a region which may be near a relay ramp to 
one that is near an independent normal fault (see Figure 4.3 a thru c).   
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CHAPTER 5.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 Significant conclusions of this study are:  
 
 (1) Topographic highs and associated gravity anomalies that are both 
 symmetric in shape, through modeling, indicate buried features that may be 
 abandoned, infilled, channels.   
 (2) Gravity profiles collected relatively normal to expected normal faults  
 show no clear evidence of fault offset type of gravity anomalies.   
 (3) The gravity anomalies are modeled and show consistent results indicating 
 laterally extensive sand bodies (at <100 m depth) which are denser than the 
 surrounding rocks.  Extrapolation, from modeling two separate gravity surveys, 
 from east to west, are interpreted to represent a laterally continuous body of sand. 
 Although, newly interpreted soil boring log analysis (at depths <20 m, in the 
 same geographic location) at Site E reveals no evidence of laterally continuous 
 sand bodies.  
 (4) The thickened-to-the-north nature of the anomalous mass (modeled as a sand 
 wedge) mimics preserved subsurface rollover geometry with downwarping of 
 beds near the fault trace  below an asymmetric accommodation .   
 (5) Features consistent with Stage 2 evolution of a relay ramp structure 
 between two overlapping, normal fault segments is observed.  Denser sediments, 
 possibly sand-rich, accumulate in a wedge that is thickened close to the fault 
 trace.  The dense wedge also thickens to the east where accentuated 
 accommodation from the relay ramp structure permits.   
 Recommendations for further study in this area should include: 
 (1) Seismic studies to refute or support relay ramp formation present in this   
  overlapping, normal fault zone, and support conclusively that the linear to  
  arcuate topographic scarp is in fact a fault-line scarp.    
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 (2) Seismic anisotropy with polarized shear waves or three dimensional seismic  
  surveying may also help to further discriminate, and describe quantitatively the  
  orientation of faults and fractures within the relay zone and compare/contrast  
  with regions not affected by relay ramp formation.   
 (3) Gravity profiles, collected in region near an independent normal fault, to use as a  
  control  survey to compare results from this type of tectonic setting with that of  
  the preferred model in this thesis of a relay ramp formed between two   
  overlapping normal fault segments.  
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APPENDIX A. GPS LOCATIONS OF STAKES FOR SURVEY SITES A AND B 
 
 GPS locations of stakes for Site A survey. Locations given in latitude and longitude for datum WGS 84.  
 
Stake  Latitude Longitude 
 (degrees) (degrees) 
1 30.497294 90.838002 
2 30.496878 90.837969 
3 30.496418 90.837959 
4 30.495949 90.837928 
5 30.495065 90.837937 
6 30.494605 90.837926 
7 30.494604 90.837895 
8 30.494125 90.837853 
9 30.493674 90.837822 
10 30.493507 90.838096 
11 30.492956 90.838035 
12 30.492356 90.837778 
13 30.491913 90.837725 
14 30.491609 90.837899 
 
GPS locations of stakes for Site B survey. Locations are given in degrees, minutes and seconds of latitude(Lat.) and longitude (Lon.). GPS status 
refers to the number of satellites available for tracking. 
 
Stake Lat. Lat. Lat. Lon. Lon. Lon. GPS 
Status 
 (degrees) (minutes) (seconds) (degrees) (minutes) (seconds)  
1 30 29 46.48 90 48 24.5 F3D5 
3 30 29 44.84 90 48 24.72 F3D3 
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5 30 29 42.37 90 48 24.67 F3D3 
7 30 29 40.92 90 48 24.56 F3D2 
9 30 29 39.14 90 48 24.31 F3D2 
11 30 29 37.51 90 48 24.44 F3D2 
13 30 29 36.73 90 48 24.38 F3D3 
15 30 29 35.13 90 48 24.2 F3D3 
17 30 29 33.43 90 48 24.2 F3D2 
19 30 29 31.81 90 48 24.13 F3D2 
21 30 29 30.14 90 48 24.19 F3D3 
23 30 29 28.73 90 48 24.12 F3D2 
25 30 29 27.06 90 48 24.13 F3D2 
27 30 29 25.38 90 48 23.99 F3D2 
29 30 29 23.79 90 48 23.9 F3D2 
31 30 29 22.16 90 48 23.81 F3D2 
33 30 29 20.59 90 48 23.86 F3D4 
35 30 29 18.99 90 48 23.86 F3D5 
37 30 29 17.04 90 48 23.91 F3D5 
39 30 29 15.4 90 48 23.74 F3D5 
41 30 29 13.81 90 48 23.83 F3D5 
43 30 29 12.25 90 48 23.8 F3D5 
45 30 29 10.63 90 48 23.5 F3D5 
47 30 29 9.03 90 48 23.43 F3D5 
49 30 29 7.34 90 48 23.54 F3D5 
51 30 29 5.88 90 48 23.47 F3D5 
53 30 29 -84.120 90 48 23.32 F3D5 
55 30 29 2.69 90 48 23.18 F3D5 
57 30 29 1.06 90 48 23.05 F3D5 
59 30 28 59.42 90 48 23.06 F3D5 
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61 30 28 57.74 90 48 22.78 F3D5 
63 30 28 56.14 90 48 22.96 F3D5 
65 30 28 55.42 90 48 22.9 F3D5 
67 30 28 53.69 90 48 22.33 F3D3 
69 30 28 52.08 90 48 22.2 F3D3 
71 30 28 50.47 90 48 22.15 F3D3 
71 30 28 50.47 90 48 22.15 F3D3 
73 30 28 48.91 90 48 22.04 F3D3 
75 30 28 47.29 90 48 21.86 F3D3 
77 30 28 45.65 90 48 21.85 F3D3 
79 30 28 44.06 90 48 21.77 F3D3 
81 30 28 42.43 90 48 21.65 F3D3 
82 30 28 40.79 90 48 21.7 F3D4 
84 30 28 38.8 90 48 21.68 F3D3 
85 30 28 38.46 90 48 21.74 F3D3 
86 30 28 37.66 90 48 21.61 F3D3 
87 30 28 35.95 90 48 22.25 F3D3 
89 30 28 34.34 90 48 22.21 F3D3 
91 30 28 32.74 90 48 22.21 F3D3 
93 30 28 31.1 90 48 22.09 F3D3 
95 30 28 29.63 90 48 21.68 F3D2 










APPENDIX B. GRAVITY OBSERVATIONS AND PROCESSING OUTPUT FOR ALL SURVEY SITES 
 
 Gravity observations Site A 
 












 (GMT)  (counter 
units) 
(mGal) (mGal) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) 
2.001 10:35:00 8/1/2001 2926.315 3010.549 3010.55729 0.23335111 -0.063380501 0 
2.002 10:53:00 8/1/2001 2926.31 3010.544 3010.55729 0.23335111 -0.057632943 -0.000600558 
2.003 10:58:00 8/1/2001 2926.305 3010.538 3010.55729 0.23335111 -0.055757477 0.002670976 
1.001 11:28:00 8/1/2001 2926.25 3010.482 3010.49546 0.23414482 -0.042061244 -0.016481727 
1.002 11:46:00 8/1/2001 2926.25 3010.482 3010.49407 0.23414482 -0.031963959 -0.027973349 
1.003 11:50:00 8/1/2001 2926.25 3010.482 3010.49394 0.23414482 -0.029545275 -0.030527043 
2.004 14:05:00 8/1/2001 2926.3 3010.533 3010.55729 0.22065173 0.072693736 -0.116714209 
2.005 14:15:00 8/1/2001 2926.33 3010.564 3010.55729 0.22065173 0.080375689 -0.155278161 
2.006 14:21:00 8/1/2001 2926.345 3010.58 3010.55729 0.22065173 0.084884793 -0.175228266 
3.001 14:46:00 8/1/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.6009 0.22858884 0.102634885 -0.208433129 
3.002 14:50:00 8/1/2001 2926.38 3010.616 3010.57766 0.22858884 0.105291008 -0.213745907 
3.003 14:56:00 8/1/2001 2926.395 3010.631 3010.58901 0.22858884 0.109165916 -0.221715074 
3.004 15:00:00 8/1/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.59135 0.22858884 0.111672721 -0.227027852 
4.001 15:27:00 8/1/2001 2926.37 3010.605 3010.53974 0.22858884 0.126805198 -0.262889104 
4.002 15:37:00 8/1/2001 2926.38 3010.616 3010.54148 0.22858884 0.131533408 -0.276171049 
4.003 15:44:00 8/1/2001 2926.38 3010.616 3010.53518 0.22858884 0.134534579 -0.285468411 
5.001 15:58:00 8/1/2001 2926.375 3010.61 3010.5088 0.20319008 0.139735234 -0.304063134 
5.002 16:02:00 8/1/2001 2926.375 3010.61 3010.50477 0.20319008 0.141017214 -0.309375912 
5.003 16:07:00 8/1/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.52534 0.20319008 0.14248871 -0.316016885 
2.007 16:23:00 8/1/2001 2926.44 3010.677 3010.55729 0.23017627 0.146192253 -0.337267997 
2.008 16:37:00 8/1/2001 2926.44 3010.677 3010.55729 0.23017627 0.148144928 -0.339220672 
2.009 16:42:00 8/1/2001 2926.44 3010.677 3010.55729 0.23017627 0.148544532 -0.339620276 
6.001 16:50:00 8/1/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.51103 0.2111272 0.148857295 -0.339139359 
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6.002 16:52:00 8/1/2001 2926.42 3010.657 3010.53175 0.2111272 0.148871292 -0.33901913 
6.003 16:55:00 8/1/2001 2926.415 3010.652 3010.52676 0.2111272 0.148844556 -0.338838786 
7.001 17:11:00 8/1/2001 2926.38 3010.616 3010.49597 0.22858884 0.14773482 -0.337876952 
7.002 17:15:00 8/1/2001 2926.38 3010.616 3010.49568 0.22858884 0.14720368 -0.337636493 
7.003 17:20:00 8/1/2001 2926.38 3010.616 3010.49518 0.22858884 0.146398035 -0.33733592 
8.001 17:40:00 8/1/2001 2926.395 3010.631 3010.50509 0.22223915 0.141624332 -0.336133628 
8.002 17:45:00 8/1/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.50896 0.22223915 0.140050832 -0.335833055 
8.003 17:55:00 8/1/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.50597 0.22223915 0.136462259 -0.335231909 
9.001 18:25:00 8/1/2001 2926.47 3010.708 3010.56133 0.20795235 0.12236365 -0.33342847 
9.002 18:31:00 8/1/2001 2926.47 3010.708 3010.55831 0.20795235 0.118987614 -0.333067783 
9.003 18:40:00 8/1/2001 2926.48 3010.719 3010.56377 0.20795235 0.113607046 -0.332526751 
2.01 19:24:00 8/1/2001 2926.495 3010.734 3010.55729 0.22858884 0.082678843 -0.329881708 
2.011 19:32:00 8/1/2001 2926.485 3010.724 3010.55729 0.22858884 0.076403453 -0.313312318 
2.012 19:36:00 8/1/2001 2926.48 3010.719 3010.55729 0.22858884 0.073210092 -0.304971958 
2.013 8:20:00 8/2/2001 2926.405 3010.641 3010.55729 0.22223915 -0.048923672 -0.103673679 
2.014 8:27:00 8/2/2001 2926.405 3010.641 3010.55729 0.22223915 -0.051726047 -0.100871303 
2.015 8:31:00 8/2/2001 2926.41 3010.646 3010.55729 0.22223915 -0.053294454 -0.104449897 
2.016 8:33:00 8/2/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.55729 0.22223915 -0.054068579 -0.093381772 
2.017 8:35:00 8/2/2001 2926.41 3010.646 3010.55729 0.22223915 -0.054835541 -0.10290881 
10.001 9:06:00 8/2/2001 2926.375 3010.61 3010.51413 0.22065173 -0.065560818 -0.098828491 
10.002 9:10:00 8/2/2001 2926.37 3010.605 3010.50832 0.22065173 -0.066752985 -0.098301999 
10.003 9:13:00 8/2/2001 2926.37 3010.605 3010.50785 0.22065173 -0.067613219 -0.097907129 
11.001 9:29:00 8/2/2001 2926.37 3010.605 3010.50541 0.21906431 -0.071669264 -0.095801158 
11.002 9:34:00 8/2/2001 2926.37 3010.605 3010.505 0.21906431 -0.072739297 -0.095143042 
11.003 9:38:00 8/2/2001 2926.375 3010.61 3010.50989 0.21906431 -0.073522798 -0.094616549 
12.001 10:01:00 8/2/2001 2926.38 3010.616 3010.51588 0.22223915 -0.076682393 -0.091589216 
12.002 10:04:00 8/2/2001 2926.38 3010.616 3010.51605 0.22223915 -0.076915435 -0.091194347 
12.003 10:07:00 8/2/2001 2926.385 3010.621 3010.5214 0.22223915 -0.077105113 -0.090799477 
13.001 10:13:00 8/2/2001 2926.34 3010.574 3010.47954 0.23493854 -0.07735211 -0.090009738 
13.002 10:20:00 8/2/2001 2926.35 3010.585 3010.49069 0.23493854 -0.077412835 -0.089088376 
13.003 10:25:00 8/2/2001 2926.34 3010.574 3010.48117 0.23493854 -0.077303118 -0.08843026 
14.001 10:43:00 8/2/2001 2926.32 3010.554 3010.46198 0.2270 -0.075823387 -0.086061043 
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14.002 10:47:00 8/2/2001 2926.315 3010.549 3010.45792 0.22700142 -0.075259719 -0.08553455 
14.003 10:51:00 8/2/2001 2926.32 3010.554 3010.46424 0.22700142 -0.074609584 -0.085008057 
2.018 11:10:00 8/2/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.55729 0.2397008 -0.070331799 -0.082507217 
2.019 11:13:00 8/2/2001 2926.4 3010.636 3010.55729 0.2397008 -0.069477103 -0.083361913 
2.02 11:17:00 8/2/2001 2926.395 3010.631 3010.55729 0.2397008 -0.068261664 -0.079430351 
 
Gravity output Site A. Bouger 1 relative to 1.8 g/cc 
 









 (degrees) (degrees) (meters) (mGal) DC Shift 980,000 
mGal 
(mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
1 -90.838002 30.497294 0 3010.494 983010.494 979364.686 3645.808 3645.808 
2 -90.837969 30.496878 -0.23 3010.557 983010.557 979364.653 3645.833 3645.851 
3 -90.837959 30.496418 -0.384 3010.59 983010.59 979364.616 3645.855 3645.884 
4 -90.837928 30.495949 -0.263 3010.539 983010.539 979364.579 3645.878 3645.898 
5 -90.837937 30.495065 -0.317 3010.513 983010.513 979364.51 3645.906 3645.93 
6 -90.837926 30.494605 -0.347 3010.523 983010.523 979364.473 3645.943 3645.969 
7 -90.837895 30.494604 -0.945 3010.496 983010.496 979364.473 3645.731 3645.803 
8 -90.837853 30.494125 -0.66 3010.507 983010.507 979364.435 3645.868 3645.918 
9 -90.837822 30.493674 -0.945 3010.561 983010.561 979364.4 3645.87 3645.941 
10 -90.838096 30.493507 -1.023 3010.51 983010.51 979364.387 3645.808 3645.885 
11 -90.838035 30.492956 -1.024 3010.507 983010.507 979364.343 3645.848 3645.925 
12 -90.837778 30.492356 -1.088 3010.518 983010.518 979364.296 3645.887 3645.969 
13 -90.837725 30.491913 -1.236 3010.484 983010.484 979364.261 3645.842 3645.935 






Gravity observations Site B for base station tie to station 15 
 












 (GMT)  (counter 
units) 
(mGal) (mGal) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) 
15.001 18:55:00 12/28/2002 2933.07007 3017.502 3017.583614 0.498446 -0.0725346 0 
15.002 19:02:00 12/28/2002 2933.07007 3017.502 3017.583614 0.498446 -0.0735302 0.000995621
15.003 19:08:00 12/28/2002 2933.07495 3017.507 3017.583614 0.498446 -0.0742183 -0.0033428 
15.004 19:15:00 12/28/2002 2933.07495 3017.507 3017.583614 0.498446 -0.0748238 -0.00273732
1.001 19:41:00 12/28/2002 2933.51001 3017.955 3018.031255 0.482475 -0.0751496 0.002308342
1.002 19:45:00 12/28/2002 2933.51001 3017.955 3018.032258 0.482475 -0.0749229 0.003084598
1.003 19:48:00 12/28/2002 2933.51001 3017.955 3018.033059 0.482475 -0.0747038 0.00366679 
3.001 20:14:00 12/28/2002 2933.37012 3017.811 3017.896816 0.479402 -0.071038 0.008712455
3.002 20:15:00 12/28/2002 2933.375 3017.816 3017.902241 0.479402 -0.0708339 0.008906519
3.003 20:18:00 12/28/2002 2933.37012 3017.811 3017.898437 0.479402 -0.0701935 0.009488711
4.001 20:43:00 12/28/2002 2933.33008 3017.77 3017.870972 0.485751 -0.0632538 0.014340312
4.002 20:47:00 12/28/2002 2933.33008 3017.77 3017.873118 0.485751 -0.0618841 0.015116568
4.003 20:52:00 12/28/2002 2933.33008 3017.77 3017.875898 0.485751 -0.0600745 0.016086888
4.004 20:55:00 12/28/2002 2933.33008 3017.77 3017.877617 0.485751 -0.0589374 0.01666908 
6.001 21:04:00 12/28/2002 2933.21997 3017.657 3017.763779 0.466702 -0.0552996 0.018415656
6.002 21:06:00 12/28/2002 2933.2251 3017.662 3017.770298 0.466702 -0.0544461 0.018803784
6.003 21:09:00 12/28/2002 2933.2251 3017.662 3017.77219 0.466702 -0.0531358 0.019385977
15.005 21:30:00 12/28/2002 2933.03 3017.461 3017.583614 0.460353 -0.0429944 0.023461321
15.006 21:33:00 12/28/2002 2933.025 3017.456 3017.583614 0.460353 -0.041415 0.027028966
15.007 21:35:00 12/28/2002 2933.03 3017.461 3017.583614 0.460353 -0.040345 0.020811932
15.008 14:03:00 12/29/2002 2933.02 3017.451 3017.583614 0.492101 0.01381846 -0.03285504
15.009 14:07:00 12/29/2002 2933.01489 3017.446 3017.583614 0.492101 0.01431881 -0.02809824
15.01 14:11:00 12/29/2002 2933.02002 3017.451 3017.583614 0.492101 0.01476346 -0.03382063
123 
15.011 14:13:00 12/29/2002 2933.02002 3017.451 3017.583614 0.492101 0.01496461 -0.03402178
7.001 14:27:00 12/29/2002 2933.16992 3017.605 3017.728477 0.485751 0.01596058 -0.04250426
7.002 14:29:00 12/29/2002 2933.16504 3017.6 3017.722323 0.485751 0.01604489 -0.04371604
7.003 14:31:00 12/29/2002 2933.16504 3017.6 3017.72118 0.485751 0.01611425 -0.04492782
9.001 14:45:00 12/29/2002 2933.16504 3017.6 3017.6383 0.244463 0.01617812 -0.0534103 
9.002 14:48:00 12/29/2002 2933.16504 3017.6 3017.636399 0.244463 0.01609411 -0.05522797
9.003 14:52:00 12/29/2002 2933.16504 3017.6 3017.633809 0.244463 0.01592838 -0.05765153
11.001 15:08:00 12/29/2002 2933.13501 3017.569 3017.665406 0.482566 0.01465267 -0.06734579
11.002 15:11:00 12/29/2002 2933.13989 3017.574 3017.668267 0.482566 0.01430448 -0.06916347
11.003 15:14:00 12/29/2002 2933.13989 3017.574 3017.666067 0.482566 0.01392222 -0.07098114
13.001 15:31:00 12/29/2002 2933.12012 3017.554 3017.624777 0.457178 0.01112492 -0.08128129
13.002 15:33:00 12/29/2002 2933.11499 3017.549 3017.617889 0.457178 0.01072622 -0.08249307
13.003 15:35:00 12/29/2002 2933.12012 3017.554 3017.621542 0.457178 0.01031326 -0.08370485
15.012 15:43:00 12/29/2002 2933.08496 3017.518 3017.583614 0.473052 0.00852309 -0.08855198
15.013 15:46:00 12/29/2002 2933.08008 3017.513 3017.583614 0.473052 0.0077942 -0.08279653
15.014 15:47:00 12/29/2002 2933.08008 3017.513 3017.583614 0.473052 0.00754448 -0.08254681
17.001 15:59:00 12/29/2002 2933.25 3017.688 3017.750016 0.485751 0.00429419 -0.09173068
17.002 16:04:00 12/29/2002 2933.25488 3017.693 3017.749727 0.485751 0.00280495 -0.0955573 
17.003 16:06:00 12/29/2002 2933.25488 3017.693 3017.74758 0.485751 0.00218811 -0.09708795
18A.001 16:24:00 12/29/2002 2933.29004 3017.729 3017.759038 0.469877 -0.0038688 -0.11086376
18A.002 16:27:00 12/29/2002 2933.29004 3017.729 3017.755649 0.469877 -0.0049611 -0.11315973
18A.003 16:29:00 12/29/2002 2933.29004 3017.729 3017.753379 0.469877 -0.0057013 -0.11469037
21.001 16:56:00 12/29/2002 2933.31494 3017.754 3017.67602 0.238113 -0.0165081 -0.1353541 
21.002 16:57:00 12/29/2002 2933.31494 3017.754 3017.67483 0.238113 -0.016933 -0.13611942
21.003 16:58:00 12/29/2002 2933.31494 3017.754 3017.673638 0.238113 -0.0173594 -0.13688474
23.001 17:13:00 12/29/2002 2933.31494 3017.754 3017.650717 0.222239 -0.0239013 -0.14836459
23.002 17:16:00 12/29/2002 2933.31006 3017.749 3017.64206 0.222239 -0.0252371 -0.15066056
23.003 17:18:00 12/29/2002 2933.31494 3017.754 3017.644661 0.222239 -0.0261314 -0.1521912 
15.015 17:34:00 12/29/2002 2933.20508 3017.641 3017.583614 0.454003 -0.0333624 -0.16443637
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15.016 17:36:00 12/29/2002 2933.20508 3017.641 3017.583614 0.454003 -0.0342698 -0.16352901
15.017 17:38:00 12/29/2002 2933.20508 3017.641 3017.583614 0.454003 -0.035177 -0.16262174
15.018 18:47:00 12/29/2002 2933.13989 3017.574 3017.583614 0.444468 -0.0640872 -0.06366782
15.019 18:50:00 12/29/2002 2933.14502 3017.579 3017.583614 0.444468 -0.0651362 -0.06789651
15.02 18:51:00 12/29/2002 2933.13989 3017.574 3017.583614 0.444468 -0.0654802 -0.06227474
25.001 19:08:00 12/29/2002 2933.27 3017.708 3017.716588 0.450828 -0.0708563 -0.05981902
25.002 19:10:00 12/29/2002 2933.2749 3017.713 3017.721353 0.450828 -0.071427 -0.05953012
25.003 19:11:00 12/29/2002 2933.2749 3017.713 3017.721217 0.450828 -0.0717071 -0.05938566
27.001 19:43:00 12/29/2002 2933.34497 3017.785 3017.787112 0.438129 -0.0786443 -0.05476314
27.002 19:46:00 12/29/2002 2933.34009 3017.78 3017.782087 0.438129 -0.0790765 -0.05432978
27.003 19:47:00 12/29/2002 2933.34009 3017.78 3017.782096 0.438129 -0.0792117 -0.05418532
29.001 19:55:00 12/29/2002 2933.32007 3017.76 3017.759769 0.431789 -0.0801292 -0.05302969
29.002 19:57:00 12/29/2002 2933.32007 3017.76 3017.759875 0.431789 -0.0803126 -0.05274079
29.003 19:59:00 12/29/2002 2933.31494 3017.754 3017.754721 0.431789 -0.0804772 -0.05245188
31.001 20:13:00 12/29/2002 2933.31006 3017.749 3017.684473 0.215879 -0.0810922 -0.05042952
31.002 20:15:00 12/29/2002 2933.31006 3017.749 3017.684753 0.215879 -0.0811019 -0.05014062
31.003 20:15:30 12/29/2002 2933.31006 3017.749 3017.684826 0.215879 -0.0811012 -0.05006839
31A.001 20:27:00 12/29/2002 2933.21997 3017.657 3017.657801 0.422254 -0.080738 -0.04840717
31A.002 20:29:00 12/29/2002 2933.21997 3017.657 3017.658221 0.422254 -0.0806063 -0.04811826
31A.003 20:31:00 12/29/2002 2933.21509 3017.652 3017.653636 0.422254 -0.0804541 -0.04782936
15.021 20:55:00 12/29/2002 2933.12988 3017.564 3017.583614 0.457178 -0.0770104 -0.04436246
15.022 20:57:00 12/29/2002 2933.12988 3017.564 3017.583614 0.457178 -0.0765873 -0.04478558
15.023 21:00:00 12/29/2002 2933.125 3017.559 3017.583614 0.457178 -0.0759133 -0.04043299








Gravity observations Site B for base station tie to station 47 
 
Station Time Date Instrument 
Value 








 (GMT)  (counter 
units) 
(mGal) (mGal) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) 
47.001 16:55:00 1/4/2003 2932.889893 3017.31686 3017.41554 0.4508381 -0.040445802 0 
47.002 17:04:00 1/4/2003 2932.889893 3017.31686 3017.41554 0.4508381 -0.036415253 -0.00403055
47.003 17:07:00 1/4/2003 2932.89502 3017.32213 3017.41554 0.4508381 -0.035086385 -0.01063715
47.004 17:10:00 1/4/2003 2932.89502 3017.32213 3017.41554 0.4508381 -0.033766804 -0.01195673
31A.001 17:30:00 1/4/2003 2933.195068 3017.631 3017.73029 0.4508381 -0.025303284 -0.01453937
31A.002 17:33:00 1/4/2003 2933.189941 3017.62573 3017.72584 0.4508381 -0.024092599 -0.01492677
31A.003 17:36:00 1/4/2003 2933.195068 3017.631 3017.73192 0.4508381 -0.022900779 -0.01531416
35.001 17:49:00 1/4/2003 2933.13501 3017.56918 3017.66942 0.43812874 -0.017976682 -0.01699288
35.002 17:53:00 1/4/2003 2933.139893 3017.57421 3017.67535 0.43812874 -0.016549632 -0.01750941
35.003 17:55:00 1/4/2003 2933.129883 3017.5639 3017.66549 0.43812874 -0.015852845 -0.01776767
37.001 18:07:00 1/4/2003 2933 3017.4302 3017.54593 0.47622681 -0.011920723 -0.01931726
37.002 18:10:00 1/4/2003 2932.995117 3017.42517 3017.54142 0.47622681 -0.011009188 -0.01970465
37.003 18:15:00 1/4/2003 2932.98999 3017.4199 3017.53695 0.47622681 -0.009556942 -0.02035031
39.001 18:25:00 1/4/2003 2932.939941 3017.36838 3017.47503 0.43812874 -0.006913611 -0.02164163
39.002 18:31:00 1/4/2003 2932.939941 3017.36838 3017.47566 0.43812874 -0.00550526 -0.02241643
39.003 18:33:00 1/4/2003 2932.939941 3017.36838 3017.47584 0.43812874 -0.005066303 -0.02267469
41.001 18:41:00 1/4/2003 2932.889893 3017.31686 3017.42587 0.44130458 -0.003465244 -0.02370775
41.002 18:43:00 1/4/2003 2932.89502 3017.32213 3017.43125 0.44130458 -0.003105367 -0.02396601
41.003 18:46:00 1/4/2003 2932.89502 3017.32213 3017.43137 0.44130458 -0.002596028 -0.02435341
43.001 18:57:00 1/4/2003 2932.959961 3017.38898 3017.43271 0.22858839 -0.001045192 -0.02577386
43.002 18:59:00 1/4/2003 2932.959961 3017.38898 3017.43268 0.22858839 -0.000818308 -0.02603212
43.003 19:00:00 1/4/2003 2932.959961 3017.38898 3017.43265 0.22858839 -0.000711256 -0.02616126
47.005 19:08:00 1/4/2003 2932.879883 3017.30655 3017.41554 0.44130458 -5.15E-06 -0.02719431
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47.006 19:15:00 1/4/2003 2932.75 3017.17285 3017.41554 1.44784645 0.000381766 -0.20449849
47.007 19:17:00 1/4/2003 2932.879883 3017.30655 3017.41554 1.44784645 0.000453093 -0.33827138
45.001 19:28:00 1/4/2003 2932.899902 3017.32716 3017.43085 1.43742698 0.00053058 -0.34042811
45.002 19:30:00 1/4/2003 2932.899902 3017.32716 3017.43042 1.43742698 0.00048822 -0.34082025
45.003 19:34:00 1/4/2003 2932.899902 3017.32716 3017.4295 1.43742698 0.000351169 -0.34160451
49.001 19:47:00 1/4/2003 2932.850098 3017.27589 3017.3844 1.46867539 -0.000568578 -0.34415338
49.002 19:52:00 1/4/2003 2932.85498 3017.28092 3017.3879 1.46867539 -0.001116183 -0.34513372
49.003 19:55:00 1/4/2003 2932.850098 3017.27589 3017.38191 1.46867539 -0.001495181 -0.34572192
51.001 20:12:00 1/4/2003 2932.959961 3017.38898 3017.45025 1.34368174 -0.004337747 -0.34905505
51.002 20:16:00 1/4/2003 2932.959961 3017.38898 3017.44863 1.34368174 -0.005172652 -0.34983932
51.003 20:18:00 1/4/2003 2932.959961 3017.38898 3017.4478 1.34368174 -0.005612947 -0.35023145
47.008 20:30:00 1/4/2003 2932.915039 3017.34274 3017.41554 1.40617857 -0.00856491 -0.35258425
47.009 20:34:00 1/4/2003 2932.909912 3017.33746 3017.41554 1.40617857 -0.00966119 -0.34621024
47.01 20:35:00 1/4/2003 2932.909912 3017.33746 3017.41554 1.40617857 -0.00994371 -0.34592772
47.011 14:26:00 1/5/2003 2932.89502 3017.32213 3017.41554 1.48950733 -0.078159612 -0.28809725
47.012 14:29:00 1/5/2003 2932.899902 3017.32716 3017.41554 1.48950733 -0.078562694 -0.2927197 
47.013 14:33:00 1/5/2003 2932.899902 3017.32716 3017.41554 1.48950733 -0.079025273 -0.29225712
53.001 14:50:00 1/5/2003 2932.909912 3017.33746 3017.4146 1.48950733 -0.080050568 -0.30247775
53.002 14:53:00 1/5/2003 2932.909912 3017.33746 3017.41277 1.48950733 -0.080076503 -0.30428138
53.003 14:55:00 1/5/2003 2932.905029 3017.33244 3017.40655 1.48950733 -0.080068494 -0.30548381
55.001 15:14:00 1/5/2003 2932.939941 3017.36838 3017.4064 1.40617857 -0.079011698 -0.31690686
55.002 15:15:00 1/5/2003 2932.935059 3017.36335 3017.40088 1.40617857 -0.078908429 -0.31750808
55.003 15:19:00 1/5/2003 2932.935059 3017.36335 3017.39893 1.40617857 -0.078449482 -0.31991293
57.001 15:30:00 1/5/2003 2932.889893 3017.31686 3017.36994 1.47904486 -0.076819475 -0.32652627
57.002 15:33:00 1/5/2003 2932.889893 3017.31686 3017.36867 1.47904486 -0.076284799 -0.32832991
57.003 15:37:00 1/5/2003 2932.889893 3017.31686 3017.36704 1.47904486 -0.075514089 -0.33073477
59.001 15:50:00 1/5/2003 2932.860107 3017.28619 3017.31548 1.4271275 -0.072574378 -0.33855054
59.002 15:58:00 1/5/2003 2932.860107 3017.28619 3017.31279 1.4271275 -0.07045769 -0.34336025
59.003 15:59:00 1/5/2003 2932.85498 3017.28092 3017.30719 1.4271275 -0.070177698 -0.34396146
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61.001 16:19:00 1/5/2003 2932.810059 3017.23468 3017.22299 1.3228528 -0.06392986 -0.35598572
61.002 16:21:00 1/5/2003 2932.800049 3017.22437 3017.21217 1.3228528 -0.06324351 -0.35718815
61.003 16:23:00 1/5/2003 2932.800049 3017.22437 3017.21167 1.3228528 -0.062547163 -0.35839058
47.014 17:30:00 1/5/2003 2932.949951 3017.37868 3017.41554 1.52683244 -0.035649498 -0.39867186
47.015 17:32:00 1/5/2003 2932.945068 3017.37365 3017.41554 1.52683244 -0.034806613 -0.39448819
47.016 17:34:00 1/5/2003 2932.945068 3017.37365 3017.41554 1.52683244 -0.033965311 -0.39532949
 
Gravity observations Site B for base station tie to station 83 
 
Station Time Date Instrument 
Value 








 (GMT)  (counter 
units) 
(mGal) (mGal) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) 
83.001 14:51:00 1/15/2003 2931.93 3016.328672 3016.376 0.231758 -0.02421252 0 
83.002 14:57:00 1/15/2003 2931.94 3016.338975 3016.376 0.231758 -0.02236539 -0.0121504 
83.003 15:00:00 1/15/2003 2931.95 3016.34928 3016.376 0.231758 -0.02146712 -0.02335296
83.004 15:05:00 1/15/2003 2931.96 3016.359584 3016.376 0.231758 -0.02001022 -0.03511416
83.005 15:10:00 1/15/2003 2931.95 3016.34928 3016.376 0.231758 -0.01860667 -0.02621341
83.006 15:13:00 1/15/2003 2931.95 3016.34928 3016.376 0.231758 -0.0177916 -0.02702848
83.007 15:15:00 1/15/2003 2931.95 3016.34928 3016.376 0.231758 -0.01725994 -0.02756014
62.001 15:42:00 1/15/2003 2932.755 3017.177997 3017.278 0.457178 -0.01112151 -0.03009769
62.002 15:45:00 1/15/2003 2932.75 3017.17285 3017.273 0.457178 -0.0105655 -0.03037964
62.003 15:46:00 1/15/2003 2932.75 3017.17285 3017.273 0.457178 -0.01038627 -0.03047363
64.001 16:02:00 1/15/2003 2932.79 3017.214066 3017.248 0.238113 -0.00794715 -0.03197736
64.002 16:07:00 1/15/2003 2932.79 3017.214066 3017.248 0.238113 -0.00735757 -0.03244727
64.003 16:10:00 1/15/2003 2932.785 3017.208788 3017.242 0.238113 -0.00704441 -0.03272922
66.001 16:27:00 1/15/2003 2932.66 3017.080113 3017.182 0.460354 -0.00585698 -0.03432694
66.002 16:30:00 1/15/2003 2932.675 3017.095695 3017.197 0.460354 -0.00575348 -0.03460889
66.003 16:35:00 1/15/2003 2932.67 3017.090418 3017.192 0.460354 -0.00565237 -0.03507881
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66.004 16:38:00 1/15/2003 2932.675 3017.095695 3017.197 0.460354 -0.00563468 -0.03536076
68.001 16:49:00 1/15/2003 2932.65 3017.069809 3017.1 0.234937 -0.00584435 -0.03639457
68.002 16:50:00 1/15/2003 2932.645 3017.064784 3017.095 0.234937 -0.0058851 -0.03648856
68.003 16:53:00 1/15/2003 2932.645 3017.064784 3017.094 0.234937 -0.00602884 -0.03677051
83.008 17:10:00 1/15/2003 2931.95 3016.34928 3016.376 0.234937 -0.00743285 -0.03836822
83.009 17:13:00 1/15/2003 2931.95 3016.34928 3016.376 0.234937 -0.00778796 -0.03801311
83.01 17:14:00 1/15/2003 2931.95 3016.34928 3016.376 0.234937 -0.0079132 -0.03788786
83.011 18:08:00 1/15/2003 2932.03 3016.431712 3016.376 0.234937 -0.01936577 -0.10886759
83.012 18:10:00 1/15/2003 2932.02 3016.421409 3016.376 0.234937 -0.01994645 -0.09798365
83.013 18:15:00 1/15/2003 2932.02 3016.421409 3016.376 0.234937 -0.02143868 -0.09649142
70.001 18:39:00 1/15/2003 2932.62 3017.039028 3016.982 0.234937 -0.02931159 -0.09976031
70.002 18:42:00 1/15/2003 2932.61 3017.028734 3016.971 0.234937 -0.03036257 -0.10016892
70.003 18:45:00 1/15/2003 2932.61 3017.028844 3016.969 0.234937 -0.03142573 -0.10057753
72.001 19:08:00 1/15/2003 2932.49 3016.905196 3016.838 0.247637 -0.03987779 -0.10371022
72.002 19:13:00 1/15/2003 2932.49 3016.905196 3016.835 0.247637 -0.04175976 -0.10439124
72.003 19:15:00 1/15/2003 2932.49 3016.905196 3016.834 0.247637 -0.04251433 -0.10466365
72.004 19:17:00 1/15/2003 2932.5 3016.9155 3016.844 0.247637 -0.04326946 -0.10493605
74.001 19:30:00 1/15/2003 2932.46 3016.874284 3016.793 0.238113 -0.04816856 -0.1067067 
74.002 19:33:00 1/15/2003 2932.46 3016.874284 3016.791 0.238113 -0.04929172 -0.10711531
74.003 19:34:00 1/15/2003 2932.46 3016.874284 3016.791 0.238113 -0.04966501 -0.10725152
76.001 20:12:00 1/15/2003 2932.34 3016.750887 3016.651 0.244469 -0.06302811 -0.11242726
76.002 20:15:00 1/15/2003 2932.35 3016.761191 3016.66 0.244469 -0.06398054 -0.11283587
76.003 20:16:00 1/15/2003 2932.35 3016.76109 3016.659 0.244469 -0.06429356 -0.11297208
78.001 20:29:00 1/15/2003 2932.3 3016.70967 3016.6 0.238113 -0.06814009 -0.11474273
78.002 20:30:00 1/15/2003 2932.3 3016.70967 3016.6 0.238113 -0.0684176 -0.11487893
78.003 20:33:00 1/15/2003 2932.29 3016.699366 3016.588 0.238113 -0.06923307 -0.11528754
80.001 20:48:00 1/15/2003 2932.15 3016.555109 3016.441 0.247637 -0.07289475 -0.1173306 
80.002 20:50:00 1/15/2003 2932.15 3016.555109 3016.441 0.247637 -0.07332675 -0.11760301
80.003 20:52:00 1/15/2003 2932.15 3016.555109 3016.44 0.247637 -0.07374463 -0.11787542
129 
83.014 21:11:00 1/15/2003 2932.1 3016.503841 3016.376 0.225413 -0.07695984 -0.12046329
83.015 21:13:00 1/15/2003 2932.12 3016.524448 3016.376 0.225413 -0.07721394 -0.14081674
83.016 21:15:00 1/15/2003 2932.11 3016.514144 3016.376 0.225413 -0.07745105 -0.13027534
83.017 21:16:00 1/15/2003 2932.11 3016.514144 3016.376 0.225413 -0.07756317 -0.13016322
83.018 15:26:00 1/17/2003 2932.07 3016.472928 3016.376 0.238113 -0.03955516 -0.13087441
83.019 15:31:00 1/17/2003 2932.07 3016.472928 3016.376 0.238113 -0.03718739 -0.13324218
83.02 15:45:00 1/17/2003 2932.07 3016.472928 3016.376 0.238113 -0.03070724 -0.13972233
83.021 15:50:00 1/17/2003 2932.07 3016.472928 3016.376 0.238113 -0.02846304 -0.14196653
82.001 16:10:00 1/17/2003 2932.14 3016.544806 3016.441 0.228588 -0.01999205 -0.1546565 
82.002 16:11:00 1/17/2003 2932.15 3016.555109 3016.451 0.228588 -0.01959333 -0.155291 
82.003 16:12:00 1/17/2003 2932.14 3016.544806 3016.44 0.228588 -0.01919726 -0.1559255 
84.001 16:20:00 1/17/2003 2932.095 3016.498563 3016.391 0.225414 -0.01612703 -0.16100149
84.002 16:24:00 1/17/2003 2932.09 3016.493537 3016.385 0.225414 -0.01466262 -0.16353948
84.003 16:25:00 1/17/2003 2932.1 3016.50374 3016.395 0.225414 -0.01430419 -0.16417398
85.001 17:45:00 1/17/2003 2932.03 3016.431682 3016.368 0.431576 0.001983145 -0.19839059
85.002 17:48:00 1/17/2003 2932.04 3016.442016 3016.38 0.431576 0.002052654 -0.1976893 
85.003 17:50:00 1/17/2003 2932.04 3016.442016 3016.38 0.431576 0.002075793 -0.19722177
87.001 17:10:00 1/17/2003 2931.975 3016.375166 3016.32 0.450838 -0.00185951 -0.19272641
87.002 17:11:00 1/17/2003 2931.98 3016.380191 3016.324 0.450838 -0.00167417 -0.19336091
87.003 17:13:00 1/17/2003 2931.975 3016.375166 3016.318 0.450838 -0.00131638 -0.19462991
83.022 17:30:00 1/17/2003 2932.105 3016.508866 3016.376 0.231758 0.001009447 -0.20541638
83.023 17:34:00 1/17/2003 2932.105 3016.508887 3016.376 0.231758 0.001369203 -0.20579672
83.024 17:35:00 1/17/2003 2932.1 3016.50374 3016.376 0.231758 0.001447726 -0.20072825
83.025 20:44:00 1/17/2003 2932.11 3016.514034 3016.376 0.231758 -0.05302792 -0.1565466 
83.026 20:46:00 1/17/2003 2932.11 3016.514034 3016.376 0.231758 -0.05399856 -0.15557596
83.027 20:50:00 1/17/2003 2932.12 3016.524328 3016.376 0.231758 -0.05593247 -0.16393605
89.001 21:10:00 1/17/2003 2932.02 3016.421409 3016.291 0.298446 -0.06534878 -0.15701407
89.002 21:12:00 1/17/2003 2932.02 3016.421409 3016.291 0.298446 -0.0662586 -0.15632187
89.003 21:14:00 1/17/2003 2932.02 3016.421409 3016.291 0.298446 -0.06716099 -0.15562967
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91.001 21:24:00 1/17/2003 2931.91 3016.308063 3016.227 0.463526 -0.07154729 -0.15216868
91.002 21:26:00 1/17/2003 2931.93 3016.328672 3016.248 0.463526 -0.07239704 -0.15147649
91.003 21:29:00 1/17/2003 2931.92 3016.318368 3016.237 0.463526 -0.07365258 -0.15043819
93.001 21:42:00 1/17/2003 2931.985 3016.385469 3016.237 0.247638 -0.07879894 -0.1459389 
93.002 21:44:00 1/17/2003 2931.99 3016.390496 3016.242 0.247638 -0.07954421 -0.1452467 
93.003 21:45:00 1/17/2003 2931.99 3016.390506 3016.242 0.247638 -0.07991183 -0.1449006 
83.028 21:58:00 1/17/2003 2932.12 3016.524328 3016.376 0.247638 -0.08436768 -0.14040132
83.029 21:59:00 1/17/2003 2932.12 3016.524328 3016.376 0.247638 -0.0846836 -0.1400854 
83.03 22:00:00 1/17/2003 2932.119 3016.523299 3016.376 0.247638 -0.08499551 -0.13874409
 
Gravity output  Site B for base station tie to station 15. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc 
 















(meters) (mGal) DC shift of 980,000 
mGal 
(mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
1 -90:48:24.5016  30:29:46.4784 0 3018.032 983018.032 979364.603 3653.429 3653.429 
3 -90:48:27.2016  30:29:44.8404 0.511 3017.899 983017.899 979364.567 3653.49 3653.451 
4 -90:48:24.6708  30:29:42.3708 0.555 3017.874 983017.874 979364.513 3653.533 3653.491 
6 -90:48:24.5592  30:29:40.9200 0.626 3017.769 983017.769 979364.481 3653.481 3653.434 
7 -90:48:24.3108  30:29:39.1416 0.613 3017.724 983017.724 979364.442 3653.472 3653.425 
9 -90:48:24.4404  30:29:37.5108 0.652 3017.636 983017.636 979364.406 3653.431 3653.382 
11 -90:48:24.3792  30:29:36.7296 0.442 3017.667 983017.667 979364.389 3653.415 3653.381 
13 -90:48:24.1992  30:29:35.1312 0.435 3017.621 983017.621 979364.354 3653.402 3653.369 
15 -90:48:24.1992  30:29:33.4284 0.323 3017.584 983017.584 979364.316 3653.367 3653.343 
17 -90:48:24.1308  30:29:31.8084 -0.152 3017.749 983017.749 979364.281 3653.421 3653.433 
18A -90:48:24.1884  30:29:30.1416 -0.859 3017.756 983017.756 979364.244 3653.247 3653.311 
21 -90:48:24.1200  30:29:28.7304 -0.613 3017.675 983017.675 979364.213 3653.273 3653.319 
131 
23 -90:48:24.1308  30:29:27.0600 -0.623 3017.646 983017.646 979364.177 3653.277 3653.324 
25 -90:48:23.9904  30:29:25.3788 -0.866 3017.72 983017.72 979364.14 3653.313 3653.378 
27 -90:48:23.9004  30:29:23.7912 -0.827 3017.784 983017.784 979364.105 3653.424 3653.486 
29 -90:48:23.8104  30:29:22.1604 -0.902 3017.758 983017.758 979364.069 3653.411 3653.479 
31 -90:48:23.8608  30:29:20.5908 -0.914 3017.685 983017.685 979364.035 3653.368 3653.437 
31A -90:48:23.8608  30:29:18.9888 -1.078 3017.657 983017.657 979364 3653.325 3653.406 
 
Gravity output Site B for base station tie to station 47. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc 
 















(meters) (mGal) DC shift of 980,000 
mGal 
(mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
31A -90:48:23.8608  30:29:18.9888 -1.078 3017.729 983017.729 979364 3653.397 3653.478 
35 -90:48:23.9112  30:29:17.0412 -0.813 3017.67 983017.67 979363.957 3653.462 3653.524 
37 -90:48:23.7384  30:29:15.3996 -0.484 3017.541 983017.541 979363.921 3653.471 3653.507 
39 -90:48:23.8284  30:29:13.8084 -0.502 3017.476 983017.476 979363.886 3653.435 3653.473 
41 -90:48:23.7996  30:29:12.2496 -0.636 3017.429 983017.429 979363.852 3653.381 3653.429 
43 -90:48:23.5008  30:29:10.6296 -0.874 3017.433 983017.433 979363.816 3653.347 3653.413 
45 -90:48:23.4288  30:29:9.0312 -1.066 3017.43 983017.43 979363.781 3653.32 3653.4 
47 -90:48:23.5404  30:29:7.3392 -1.19 3017.416 983017.416 979363.744 3653.305 3653.395 
49 -90:48:23.4684  30:29:5.8812 -1.372 3017.385 983017.385 979363.712 3653.25 3653.353 
51 -90:48:23.3208  30:29:5.8812 -1.845 3017.449 983017.449 979363.712 3653.168 3653.307 
53 -90:48:23.1804  30:29:2.6916 -1.897 3017.411 983017.411 979363.642 3653.184 3653.327 
55 -90:48:23.0508  30:29:1.0608 -2.052 3017.402 983017.402 979363.606 3653.163 3653.317 
57 -90:48:23.0616  30:28:59.4192 -2.09 3017.369 983017.369 979363.57 3653.154 3653.311 
59 -90:48:22.7808  30:28:57.7416 -2.136 3017.312 983017.312 979363.534 3653.119 3653.281 
61 -90:48:22.9608  30:28:56.1396 -2.096 3017.216 983017.216 979363.498 3653.071 3653.229 
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. Gravity output Site B for base station tie to station 83. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc 
 















(meters) (mGal) DC shift of 980,000 
mGal 
(mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
         
62 -90:48:22.8996  30:28:55.4196 -2.048 3017.275 983017.275 979363.483 3653.16 3653.315 
64 -90:48:22.3308  30:28:53.6916 -2.1 3017.246 983017.246 979363.445 3653.153 3653.312 
66 -90:48:22.2012  30:28:52.0788 -2.147 3017.192 983017.192 979363.409 3653.12 3653.282 
68 -90:48:22.1508  30:28:50.4696 -1.903 3017.096 983017.096 979363.374 3653.135 3653.278 
70 -90:48:22.0392  30:28:48.9108 -1.634 3016.974 983016.974 979363.34 3653.13 3653.253 
72 -90:48:21.8592  30:28:47.2908 -1.006 3016.838 983016.838 979363.304 3653.223 3653.299 
74 -90:48:21.8484  30:28:45.6492 -0.55 3016.792 983016.792 979363.268 3653.354 3653.396 
76 -90:48:21.7692  30:28:44.0616 -0.197 3016.657 983016.657 979363.233 3653.363 3653.378 
78 -90:48:21.6504  30:28:42.4308 -0.147 3016.596 983016.596 979363.198 3653.353 3653.364 
80 -90:48:21.7008  30:28:40.7892 0.119 3016.441 983016.441 979363.162 3653.316 3653.307 
82 -90:48:21.6792  30:28:38.7984 -0.225 3016.444 983016.444 979363.118 3653.257 3653.274 
83 -90:48:21.7404  30:28:38.4600 0.388 3016.376 983016.376 979363.111 3653.385 3653.356 
84 -90:48:21.6108  30:28:37.6608 -0.32 3016.39 983016.39 979363.093 3653.198 3653.222 
85 -90:48:22.2516  30:28:35.9508 -0.543 3016.376 983016.376 979363.056 3653.153 3653.194 
87 -90:48:22.2084  30:28:34.3416 -0.535 3016.321 983016.321 979363.02 3653.136 3653.176 
89 -90:48:22.2084  30:28:32.7396 -0.478 3016.291 983016.291 979362.985 3653.158 3653.194 
91 -90:48:22.0896  30:28:31.1016 -0.582 3016.238 983016.238 979362.949 3653.109 3653.153 






Gravity observations Site C for base station tie to station 3 
 











 (GMT)  (counter 
units) 
(mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal)  
1.001 15:50:00 6/12/1999 2921.095 3005.175 3005.939837 0.164654765 0.599989593 
1.002 16:04:00 6/12/1999 2921.548 3005.642 3006.233229 0.174333403 0.417384064 
2.001 16:12:00 6/12/1999 2921.671 3005.768 3006.260359 0.179193135 0.313038048 
2.002 16:25:00 6/12/1999 2921.855 3005.958 3006.287 0.185986732 0.143475772 
3.001 16:36:00 6/12/1999 2921.85 3005.952 3006.143011 0.190621191 0 
3.002 16:42:00 6/12/1999 2921.924 3006.029 3006.143011 0.192705103 -0.078259512 
4.001 16:54:00 6/12/1999 2921.949 3006.054 3006.180128 0.195909447 -0.07008156 
4.002 16:57:00 6/12/1999 2921.941 3006.046 3006.174535 0.196506861 -0.068037072 
5.001 17:02:00 6/12/1999 2921.991 3006.098 3006.230226 0.197320323 -0.064629592 
5.002 17:05:00 6/12/1999 2922.005 3006.112 3006.24706 0.197697991 -0.062585104 
6.001 17:16:00 6/12/1999 2922.034 3006.142 3006.285084 0.198373527 -0.055088648 
6.002 17:21:00 6/12/1999 2922.051 3006.159 3006.305929 0.19831074 -0.051681168 
7.001 17:27:00 6/12/1999 2922.028 3006.136 3006.285962 0.197931262 -0.047592193 
7.002 17:28:00 6/12/1999 2922.023 3006.13 3006.281401 0.197835633 -0.046910697 
8.001 17:45:00 6/12/1999 2922.031 3006.139 3006.298196 0.194809924 -0.035325265 
8.002 17:46:00 6/12/1999 2922.004 3006.111 3006.270824 0.194550186 -0.034643769 
8.003 17:47:00 6/12/1999 2922.006 3006.113 3006.273296 0.194281462 -0.033962273 
9.001 17:52:00 6/12/1999 2922.013 3006.12 3006.282432 0.192804417 -0.030554793 
9.002 17:54:00 6/12/1999 2921.964 3006.07 3006.232701 0.192151086 -0.029191801 
3.003 18:08:00 6/12/1999 2921.873 3005.976 3006.143011 0.186595848 -0.019650857 
3.004 18:14:00 6/12/1999 2921.861 3005.964 3006.143011 0.183704626 -0.004406835 
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Gravity observations Site C for base station tie to station 9 
 











 (GMT)  
(counter 
units) (mGal) (mGas) (mGas) (mGal) 
9.001 14:14:00 6/19/1999 2921.861 3005.964 3005.9621 -0.00161219 0 
9.002 14:27:00 6/19/1999 2922.038 3006.146 3005.9621 -0.00398671 -0.17982928 
10.001 14:48:00 6/19/1999 2922.278 3006.393 3006.17531 -0.007528927 -0.21013412 
10.002 14:57:00 6/19/1999 2922.324 3006.44 3006.20831 -0.008898902 -0.2231219 
11.001 15:09:00 6/19/1999 2922.35 3006.467 3006.2161 -0.010554403 -0.24043895 
11.002 15:13:00 6/19/1999 2922.337 3006.454 3006.19644 -0.011058338 -0.2462113 
12.001 15:20:00 6/19/1999 2922.297 3006.413 3006.14434 -0.011877348 -0.25631291 
12.002 15:27:00 6/19/1999 2922.296 3006.412 3006.13248 -0.012612201 -0.26641452 
13.001 15:36:00 6/19/1999 2922.231 3006.345 3006.05177 -0.013424518 -0.27940231 
13.002 15:41:00 6/19/1999 2922.229 3006.343 3006.04211 -0.013808225 -0.28661775 
14.001 15:46:00 6/19/1999 2922.258 3006.372 3006.06441 -0.014141248 -0.29383318 
14.002 15:51:00 6/19/1999 2922.253 3006.367 3006.05177 -0.014422482 -0.30104862 
15.001 15:57:00 6/19/1999 2922.189 3006.301 3005.97696 -0.014689136 -0.30970715 
15.002 15:59:00 6/19/1999 2922.194 3006.307 3005.97915 -0.01476055 -0.31259332 
16.001 16:03:00 6/19/1999 2922.149 3006.26 3005.92694 -0.014876498 -0.31836567 
16.002 16:06:00 6/19/1999 2922.15 3006.261 3005.92358 -0.014939823 -0.32269493 
17.001 16:10:00 6/19/1999 2922.24 3006.354 3006.0104 -0.014992113 -0.32846728 
17.002 16:13:00 6/19/1999 2922.232 3006.346 3005.99782 -0.015006986 -0.33279654 
9.003 16:39:00 6/19/1999 2922.233 3006.347 3005.9621 -0.014232175 -0.37031682 






Gravity observations Site C for base station tie to station 18 
 











 (GMT)  
(counter 
units) (mGal) (mGal) (mGas) (mGas) 
18.001 15:07:00 7/10/1999 2922.199 3006.312 3006.471883 0.16023269 0 
18.002 15:09:00 7/10/1999 2922.26 3006.374 3006.471883 0.161339428 -0.063900138 
19.001 15:15:00 7/10/1999 2922.302 3006.418 3006.523203 0.16449502 -0.058970794 
19.002 15:18:00 7/10/1999 2922.35 3006.467 3006.523203 0.165978108 -0.109865082 
20.001 15:26:00 7/10/1999 2922.365 3006.483 3006.545621 0.169617875 -0.106527404 
20.002 15:31:00 7/10/1999 2922.328 3006.444 3006.545621 0.171654432 -0.07047616 
21.001 15:39:00 7/10/1999 2922.33 3006.447 3006.553342 0.174523299 -0.067683529 
21.002 15:41:00 7/10/1999 2922.324 3006.44 3006.553342 0.175164247 -0.062148077 
22.001 15:49:00 7/10/1999 2922.348 3006.465 3006.577659 0.17741911 -0.064791619 
22.002 15:52:00 7/10/1999 2922.308 3006.424 3006.577659 0.178135621 -0.02433213 
23.001 15:59:00 7/10/1999 2922.275 3006.39 3006.541071 0.179531468 -0.028345234 
23.002 16:01:00 7/10/1999 2922.264 3006.379 3006.541071 0.179858581 -0.017348947 
24.001 16:09:00 7/10/1999 2922.308 3006.424 3006.57617 0.180847293 -0.028532103 
24.002 16:12:00 7/10/1999 2922.279 3006.394 3006.57617 0.181085226 0.001082564 
25.001 16:18:00 7/10/1999 2922.25 3006.364 3006.524359 0.181343813 -0.021134454 
25.002 16:20:00 7/10/1999 2922.19 3006.302 3006.524359 0.181365226 0.040608132 
18.003 16:42:00 7/10/1999 2922.22 3006.333 3006.471883 0.179469559 -0.040854268 








Gravity observations Site C for transect with no base station tie 
 











 (GMT)  (counter units) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
27.001 9:07:00 7/10/1999 2921.455 3005.546 3005.45425 -0.09153013 0 
27.002 9:08:00 7/10/1999 2921.478 3005.569 3005.47787 -0.09157992 0 
28.001 9:14:00 7/10/1999 2921.405 3005.494 3005.40255 -0.09175441 0 
28.002 9:15:00 7/10/1999 2921.445 3005.535 3005.44372 -0.09176263 0 
29.001 9:20:00 7/10/1999 2921.41 3005.499 3005.40774 -0.09171284 0 
29.002 9:21:00 7/10/1999 2921.427 3005.517 3005.42527 -0.09168464 0 
30.001 10:13:00 7/10/1999 2921.37 3005.458 3005.37679 -0.08149302 0 
30.002 10:15:00 7/10/1999 2921.39 3005.479 3005.39811 -0.0807534 0 
31.001 10:21:00 7/10/1999 2921.315 3005.402 3005.32328 -0.07838052 0 
31.002 10:24:00 7/10/1999 2921.395 3005.484 3005.40691 -0.07710792 0 
 
Gravity observations Site C for base station tie to station 32. Observed Gravity-A is output with no drift correction from within the Gravmaster 
program due to high order polynomial fit. A linear drift correction is applied and results are output to column “Observed Gravity-B”. 
 













 (GMT)  
(counter 
units) (mGas) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
32.001 10:52:00 7/17/1999 2921.41 3005.499 3005.52128 0.021826204 0 3005.52128 
32.002 10:54:00 7/17/1999 2921.379 3005.468 3005.48878 0.02123856 0.019378095 3005.508159
33.001 11:01:00 7/17/1999 2921.38 3005.469 3005.48769 0.019117954 0.03875619 3005.526446
33.002 11:05:00 7/17/1999 2921.375 3005.463 3005.48129 0.017863237 0.058134286 3005.539422
34.001 11:14:00 7/17/1999 2921.33 3005.417 3005.43204 0.014939311 0.077512381 3005.509553
34.002 11:14:00 7/17/1999 2921.342 3005.429 3005.44439 0.014939311 0.096890476 3005.541284
137 
35.001 11:22:00 7/17/1999 2921.357 3005.445 3005.45713 0.012236435 0.116268571 3005.573401
35.002 11:24:00 7/17/1999 2921.339 3005.426 3005.43791 0.011547181 0.135646667 3005.573561
36.001 11:30:00 7/17/1999 2921.198 3005.281 3005.29067 0.00945214 0.155024762 3005.445698
36.002 11:35:00 7/17/1999 2921.183 3005.266 3005.27346 0.007677316 0.174402857 3005.447861
37.001 11:45:00 7/17/1999 2921.112 3005.193 3005.19676 0.004067952 0.193780952 3005.390542
37.002 11:53:00 7/17/1999 2921.163 3005.245 3005.24633 0.001139849 0.213159048 3005.459491
38.001 3:43:00 7/17/1999 2920.94 3005.016 3004.94217 -0.07346265 0.232537143 3005.17471 
38.002 3:46:00 7/17/1999 2920.982 3005.059 3004.98571 -0.07316398 0.251915238 3005.237622
38.003 3:50:00 7/17/1999 2921.02 3005.098 3005.02529 -0.07269838 0.271293333 3005.296583
39.001 4:05:00 7/17/1999 2920.905 3004.98 3004.90932 -0.07028741 0.290671429 3005.199991
39.002 4:08:00 7/17/1999 2920.937 3005.013 3004.94286 -0.06968368 0.310049524 3005.252914
40.001 4:15:00 7/17/1999 2920.41 3004.47 3004.40193 -0.06812412 0.329427619 3004.731358
41.001 4:22:00 7/17/1999 2920.92 3004.995 3004.92869 -0.06636103 0.348805714 3005.277493
41.002 4:24:00 7/17/1999 2920.91 3004.985 3004.91893 -0.0658213 0.36818381 3005.287117
32.003 4:41:00 7/17/1999 2921.098 3005.178 3005.11765 -0.06063106 0.387561905 3005.505212
32.004 4:44:00 7/17/1999 2921.059 3005.138 3005.07853 -0.05960895 0.40694 3005.485466
 
 
Gravity output Site C for base station tie to station 3. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc 
 




Gravity Absolute Gravity 
Theoretical 
Gravity Free Air 
Bouguer 
1 
 (meters) (meters) (meters) (mGal) 
DC shift of 980,000 
mGal (mGal) (mGas) (mGal) 
1 709812.2 3375795.9 2.172 3006.143 983006.143 979364.602 3645.318 3644.394 
2 709807.1 3375776.3 2.215 3006.177 983006.177 979364.584 3645.369 3644.445 
3 709802.5 3375807.4 2.299 3006.239 983006.239 979364.565 3645.428 3644.51 
4 709797.3 3375782.2 2.297 3006.296 983006.296 979364.545 3645.492 3644.577 
5 709791.6 3375755.3 2.226 3006.284 983006.284 979364.523 3645.477 3644.568 
6 709785.7 3375726.7 2.182 3006.281 983006.281 979364.501 3645.487 3644.58 
7 709779.3 3375696.1 2.102 3006.258 983006.258 979364.48 3645.442 3644.546 
138 
8 709772.9 3375665.4 2.073 3006.087 983006.087 979364.594 3645.231 3644.317 
9 709766.4 3375634.7 1.933 3006.274 983006.274 979364.58 3645.445 3644.528 
 
 
Gravity output Site C for base station tie to station 9. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc 
 






Gravity Free Air Bouguer 1
 (meters) (meters) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
9 709766.4 3375634.7 1.933 3005.962 983005.962 979364.48 3645.146 3644.25 
10 709760.5 3375606.3 1.856 3006.192 983006.192 979364.459 3645.373 3644.482 
11 709754.2 3375576.2 1.868 3006.206 983006.206 979364.438 3645.412 3644.52 
12 709749.5 3375553.8 1.798 3006.138 983006.138 979364.422 3645.338 3644.452 
13 709743.1 3375522.9 1.738 3006.047 983006.047 979364.4 3645.25 3644.369 
14 709736.8 3375492.9 1.7 3006.058 983006.058 979364.379 3645.271 3644.392 
15 709732.4 3375472 1.63 3005.978 983005.978 979364.364 3645.184 3644.311 
16 709728.3 3375452.2 1.599 3005.925 983005.925 979364.35 3645.136 3644.265 
17 709726.6 3375444.4 1.455 3006.004 983006.004 979364.344 3645.176 3644.316 
 
Gravity output Site C for base station tie to station 18. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc 
 






Gravity Free Air Bouguer 1
 (meters) (meters) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
18 709726.7 3375455.6 1.106 3006.472 983006.5 979364.353 3645.528 3644.694 
19 709726.5 3375425.4 0.595 3006.523 983006.5 979364.331 3645.443 3644.648 
20 709725.9 3375395.5 0.537 3006.546 983006.5 979364.31 3645.469 3644.678 
21 709723.8 3375365.6 0.488 3006.553 983006.6 979364.289 3645.482 3644.695 
139 
22 709722.2 3375335.7 0.401 3006.578 983006.6 979364.267 3645.502 3644.721 
23 709721.7 3375305.7 0.358 3006.541 983006.5 979364.246 3645.473 3644.696 
24 709719.9 3375275 0.284 3006.576 983006.6 979364.224 3645.507 3644.735 
25 709720.3 3375245.1 0.232 3006.524 983006.5 979364.203 3645.46 3644.692 
 
Gravity output Site C for transect with no base station tie. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc 
 






Gravity Free Air Bouguer 1 
 (meters) (meters) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
27 709722.8 3375215.4 0.307 3005.466 983005.5 979364.182 3644.446 3643.673 
28 709729.5 3375186.2 0.308 3005.423 983005.4 979364.161 3644.424 3643.651 
29 709738 3375157.4 0.327 3005.417 983005.4 979364.14 3644.445 3643.67 
30 709746.1 3375129 0.259 3005.387 983005.4 979364.12 3644.414 3643.645 
31 709751.9 3375099.6 0.245 3005.365 983005.4 979364.099 3644.409 3643.64 
 
Gravity output Site C for base station tie to station 32. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc 
 











 (meters) (meters) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
32 709756.3 3375069.8 0.314 3005.302 983004.7 979364.077 3643.776 3643.002
33 709755.5 3375039.7 0.256 3005.484 983004.7 979364.056 3643.779 3643.01 
34 709752.8 3375009.7 0.411 3005.438 983004.7 979364.035 3643.848 3643.067
35 709750.2 3374980 0.412 3005.448 983004.7 979364.014 3643.87 3643.089
36 709747.6 3374950.4 0.54 3005.282 983004.7 979363.992 3643.93 3643.139
140 
37 709744.6 3374920.6 0.522 3005.222 983004.7 979363.971 3643.946 3643.156
38 709742 3374890.4 0.386 3004.984 983004.7 979363.95 3643.925 3643.146
39 709739.2 3374860.6 0.229 3004.926 983004.7 979363.929 3643.898 3643.131
40 709736.5 3374830.6 0.001 3004.402 983004.7 979363.907 3643.849 3643.099
41 709733.8 3374801.1 0 3004.924 983004.7 979363.886 3643.87 3643.12 
 
Gravity observations Site D –Data Set 1 
 











 (GMT)  (counter units) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
0.001 15:55:00 8/19/1998 2906.78 2990.439332 2990.464465 0.025132744 0 
1.001 16:20:00 8/19/1998 2907.3 2990.97462 2990.953515 0.029281823 -0.050387321 
2.001 16:42:00 8/19/1998 2907.3999 2991.077457 2991.01321 0.030481099 -0.094728164 
3.001 16:50:00 8/19/1998 2907.4399 2991.118633 2991.038113 0.030332373 -0.110852106 
4.001 17:11:00 8/19/1998 2907.645 2991.329763 2991.205051 0.028465946 -0.153177456 
5.001 18:27:00 8/19/1998 2907.3601 2991.036487 2990.735668 0.005536251 -0.306354912 
6.001 18:44:00 8/19/1998 2907.635 2991.319469 2990.976523 -0.002328144 -0.34061829 
7.001 18:53:00 8/19/1998 2907.71 2991.396674 2991.031156 -0.006759794 -0.358757726 
8.001 19:11:00 8/19/1998 2907.6599 2991.345101 2990.934036 -0.016028688 -0.395036597 
9.001 19:24:00 8/19/1998 2908.845 2992.565043 2992.120866 -0.022939267 -0.421238004 
10.001 19:33:00 8/19/1998 2907.3999 2991.077457 2990.610311 -0.027768393 -0.439377439 
11.001 19:38:00 8/19/1998 2907.385 2991.062119 2990.582212 -0.030452129 -0.449454904 
12.001 20:02:00 8/19/1998 2907.74 2991.427556 2990.886602 -0.043127041 -0.497826732 
13.001 20:07:00 8/19/1998 2906.9551 2990.61958 2990.065991 -0.045684998 -0.507904196 
14.001 20:17:00 8/19/1998 2907.01 2990.676094 2990.097367 -0.050667758 -0.528059124 
15.001 20:29:00 8/19/1998 2907.011 2990.677123 2990.068522 -0.056356467 -0.552245038 
16.001 20:39:00 8/19/1998 2906.9099 2990.573051 2989.939851 -0.060800593 -0.572399967 
141 
17.001 20:52:00 8/19/1998 2907.095 2990.763593 2990.098895 -0.066096189 -0.598601374 
18.001 21:00:00 8/19/1998 2907.1399 2990.809813 2990.126041 -0.069047231 -0.614725316 
19.001 21:12:00 8/19/1998 2907.2849 2990.959076 2990.247184 -0.072980458 -0.638911231 
20.001 21:24:00 8/19/1998 2907.2749 2990.948782 2990.209421 -0.076263623 -0.663097145 
21.001 21:35:00 8/19/1998 2907.4299 2991.108339 2990.34442 -0.07865121 -0.685267566 
0.002 21:51:00 8/19/1998 2907.5801 2991.262955 2990.464465 -0.080974745 -0.717515451 
 
Gravity observations Site D –Data Set 2 
 











 (GMT)  
(counter 
units) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
0.001 15:55:00 8/19/1998 2906.78 2990.439 2990.46447 0.025132744 0 
1.001 16:20:00 8/19/1998 2907.3 2990.975 2990.95352 0.029281823 -0.050387321 
2.001 16:42:00 8/19/1998 2907.3 2990.975 2990.91037 0.030481099 -0.094728164 
3.001 16:50:00 8/19/1998 2907.4399 2991.119 2991.03811 0.030332373 -0.110852106 
4.001 17:11:00 8/19/1998 2907.645 2991.33 2991.20505 0.028465946 -0.153177456 
5.001 18:27:00 8/19/1998 2907.3601 2991.036 2990.73567 0.005536251 -0.306354912 
6.001 18:44:00 8/19/1998 2907.365 2991.042 2990.69859 -0.00232814 -0.34061829 
7.001 18:53:00 8/19/1998 2907.71 2991.397 2991.03116 -0.00675979 -0.358757726 
8.001 19:11:00 8/19/1998 2907.6599 2991.345 2990.93404 -0.01602869 -0.395036597 
9.001 19:24:00 8/19/1998 2908.845 2992.565 2992.12087 -0.02293927 -0.421238004 
10.001 19:33:00 8/19/1998 2907.3999 2991.077 2990.61031 -0.02776839 -0.439377439 
11.001 19:38:00 8/19/1998 2907.385 2991.062 2990.58221 -0.03045213 -0.449454904 
12.001 20:02:00 8/19/1998 2907.04 2990.707 2990.16602 -0.04312704 -0.497826732 
13.001 20:07:00 8/19/1998 2906.9551 2990.62 2990.06599 -0.045685 -0.507904196 
14.001 20:17:00 8/19/1998 2907.01 2990.676 2990.09737 -0.05066776 -0.528059124 
142 
15.001 20:29:00 8/19/1998 2907.011 2990.677 2990.06852 -0.05635647 -0.552245038 
16.001 20:39:00 8/19/1998 2906.9099 2990.573 2989.93985 -0.06080059 -0.572399967 
17.001 20:52:00 8/19/1998 2907.095 2990.764 2990.0989 -0.06609619 -0.598601374 
18.001 21:00:00 8/19/1998 2907.1399 2990.81 2990.12604 -0.06904723 -0.614725316 
19.001 21:12:00 8/19/1998 2907.2849 2990.959 2990.24718 -0.07298046 -0.638911231 
20.001 21:24:00 8/19/1998 2907.2749 2990.949 2990.20942 -0.07626362 -0.663097145 
21.001 21:35:00 8/19/1998 2907.4299 2991.108 2990.34442 -0.07865121 -0.685267566 
0.002 21:51:00 8/19/1998 2907.5801 2991.263 2990.46447 -0.08097475 -0.717515451 
 
Gravity observations Site D –Data Set 3 
 













 (GMT)  
(counter 
units) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (meters) 
0.001 17:17:00 9/13/1998 2905.645 2989.271 2989.23382 -0.03714009 0 0.086863761
1.001 17:25:00 9/13/1998 2905.94 2989.575 2989.7425 -0.037198555 -0.20505911 0.067052728
2.001 17:44:00 9/13/1998 2906.875 2990.537 2991.19242 -0.036782772 -0.69207449 0.07314843 
3.001 17:54:00 9/13/1998 2907.2 2990.872 2991.78385 -0.036232237 -0.94839838 0.074672356
4.001 18:04:00 9/13/1998 2907.48 2991.16 2992.32919 -0.035441188 -1.20472227 0.082291984
5.001 18:14:00 9/13/1998 2907.708 2991.395 2992.82126 -0.034402277 -1.46104615 0.079244133
6.001 18:23:00 9/13/1998 2907.8 2991.489 2993.14781 -0.033250645 -1.69173765 0.085339835
7.001 18:32:00 9/13/1998 2907.75 2991.438 2993.32839 -0.031890586 -1.92242915 0.080768059
0.002 18:41:00 9/13/1998 2907.73 2991.417 2993.54006 -0.030318444 -2.15312065 0.084730265
0.001 20:36:00 9/13/1998 2907.682 2991.368 2991.37502 0.007171902 0 0.08381591 
9.001 21:00:00 9/13/1998 2907.92 2991.613 2991.6431 0.018211535 -0.01203716 0.079244133
10.001 21:08:00 9/13/1998 2907.802 2991.491 2991.52946 0.022032866 -0.01604955 0.07314843 
11.001 21:35:00 9/13/1998 2907.93 2991.623 2991.68797 0.035239395 -0.02959136 0.091435538
143 
12.001 22:05:00 9/13/1998 2907.68 2991.366 2991.46045 0.050016529 -0.04463781 0.074672356
13.001 22:17:00 9/13/1998 2907.615 2991.299 2991.40535 0.055808936 -0.05065639 0.08381591 
14.001 22:25:00 9/13/1998 2907.458 2991.137 2991.25153 0.059598109 -0.05466878 0.088387687
15.001 22:28:00 9/13/1998 2907.39 2991.067 2991.18444 0.06100059 -0.05617342 0.085339835
0.002 22:44:00 9/13/1998 2907.685 2991.371 2991.50342 0.068281899 -0.0641982 0.085339835
 
Gravity output Site D –Data Set 1. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc. 
 











 (degrees) (degrees) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
0 91.116667 30.41667 0 2990.464 982990.5 979358.322 3632.142 3632.142
1 91.116667 30.41694 0.18 2990.954 982991 979358.344 3632.666 3632.652
2 91.116667 30.41722 0.19 2991.013 982991 979358.365 3632.706 3632.692
3 91.116667 30.41749 0.27 2991.038 982991 979358.387 3632.735 3632.714
4 91.116667 30.41776 0.4 2991.205 982991.2 979358.408 3632.92 3632.89 
5 91.116667 30.41794 0.64 2990.736 982990.7 979358.422 3632.511 3632.463
6 91.116667 30.41808 0.93 2990.977 982991 979358.433 3632.831 3632.761
7 91.116667 30.41821 1.28 2991.031 982991 979358.444 3632.982 3632.886
8 91.116667 30.41835 1.79 2990.934 982990.9 979358.455 3633.032 3632.897
9 91.116667 30.41849 2.53 2992.121 982992.1 979358.465 3634.436 3634.246
10 91.116667 30.41862 3.21 2990.61 982990.6 979358.476 3633.125 3632.882
11 91.116667 30.41874 3.73 2990.582 982990.6 979358.485 3633.248 3632.966
12 91.116667 30.41888 4.45 2990.887 982990.9 979358.496 3633.764 3633.428
13 91.116667 30.41902 4.92 2990.066 982990.1 979358.507 3633.077 3632.706
14 91.116667 30.41919 5.4 2990.097 982990.1 979358.52 3633.243 3632.836
15 91.116667 30.41932 5.72 2990.069 982990.1 979358.531 3633.303 3632.872
144 
16 91.116667 30.4196 6.02 2989.94 982989.9 979358.553 3633.245 3632.791
17 91.116667 30.41987 6.22 2990.099 982990.1 979358.574 3633.444 3632.975
18 91.116667 30.42014 6.49 2990.126 982990.1 979358.596 3633.533 3633.043
19 91.116667 30.42069 6.87 2990.247 982990.2 979358.639 3633.728 3633.21 
20 91.116667 30.42124 7.17 2990.209 982990.2 979358.682 3633.74 3633.198
21 91.116667 30.42179 7.63 2990.344 982990.3 979358.725 3633.973 3633.397
 
Gravity output Site D –Data Set 2. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc. 
 











 (degrees) (degrees) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
0 91.116667 30.41667 0 2990.464 982990.5 979358.322 3632.142 3632.142
1 91.116667 30.41694 0.18 2990.954 982991 979358.344 3632.666 3632.652
2 91.116667 30.41722 0.19 2990.91 982990.9 979358.365 3632.603 3632.589
3 91.116667 30.41749 0.27 2991.038 982991 979358.387 3632.735 3632.714
4 91.116667 30.41776 0.4 2991.205 982991.2 979358.408 3632.92 3632.89 
5 91.116667 30.41794 0.64 2990.736 982990.7 979358.422 3632.511 3632.463
6 91.116667 30.41808 0.93 2990.699 982990.7 979358.433 3632.553 3632.483
7 91.116667 30.41821 1.28 2991.031 982991 979358.444 3632.982 3632.886
8 91.116667 30.41835 1.79 2990.934 982990.9 979358.455 3633.032 3632.897
9 91.116667 30.41849 2.53 2992.121 982992.1 979358.465 3634.436 3634.246
10 91.116667 30.41862 3.21 2990.61 982990.6 979358.476 3633.125 3632.882
11 91.116667 30.41874 3.73 2990.582 982990.6 979358.485 3633.248 3632.966
12 91.116667 30.41888 4.45 2990.166 982990.2 979358.496 3633.043 3632.707
13 91.116667 30.41902 4.92 2990.066 982990.1 979358.507 3633.077 3632.706
14 91.116667 30.41919 5.4 2990.097 982990.1 979358.52 3633.243 3632.836
145 
15 91.116667 30.41932 5.72 2990.069 982990.1 979358.531 3633.303 3632.872
16 91.116667 30.4196 6.02 2989.94 982989.9 979358.553 3633.245 3632.791
17 91.116667 30.41987 6.22 2990.099 982990.1 979358.574 3633.444 3632.975
18 91.116667 30.42014 6.49 2990.126 982990.1 979358.596 3633.533 3633.043
19 91.116667 30.42069 6.87 2990.247 982990.2 979358.639 3633.728 3633.21 
20 91.116667 30.42124 7.27 2990.209 982990.2 979358.682 3633.77 3633.222
21 91.116667 30.42179 6.81 2990.344 982990.3 979358.725 3633.72 3633.206
 
Gravity output Site D –Data Set 3. Bouguer 1 referenced to 1.8 g/cc. 
 













 (degrees) (degrees) (meters) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
0 91.116667 30.416667 0 2990.859 982990.859 979358.322 3632.537 3632.537
1 91.116667 30.416941 0.043 2989.537 982989.537 979358.344 3631.207 3631.203
2 91.116667 30.417215 -0.01 2990.5 982990.5 979358.365 3632.132 3632.132
3 91.116667 30.417489 -0.182 2990.835 982990.835 979358.387 3632.392 3632.406
4 91.116667 30.417763 -0.122 2991.124 982991.124 979358.408 3632.678 3632.687
5 91.116667 30.417938 -0.032 2991.36 982991.36 979358.422 3632.928 3632.93 
6 91.116667 30.418075 -0.062 2991.456 982991.456 979358.433 3633.004 3633.009
7 91.116667 30.418213 0.023 2991.406 982991.406 979358.444 3632.969 3632.967
9 91.116667 30.418624 0.355 2991.631 982991.631 979358.476 3633.264 3633.237
10 91.116667 30.418744 0.525 2991.513 982991.513 979358.486 3633.189 3633.15 
11 91.116667 30.418881 0.95 2991.658 982991.658 979358.497 3633.455 3633.383
12 91.116667 30.419016 1.78 2991.416 982991.416 979358.507 3633.458 3633.324
13 91.116667 30.419186 2.35 2991.355 982991.355 979358.52 3633.56 3633.382
14 91.116667 30.419323 2.99 2991.197 982991.197 979358.531 3633.589 3633.363
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